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LECTURE NOTES ON PLASMA PHYSICS 
H.L. Pécseli 
The following lecture notes were prepared for 
the course 29:195 in Plasma Physics, second semester 1979-
1980, at the University of Iowa, Department of Physics and 
Astronomy, Iowa City. These notes were used together with 
the text book 'Theory of the Unmagnetized Plasma' by D.C. 
Montgomery (Gordon and Breach Science Publishers, New York, 
1971) . 
I would like to thank my students for their enthusiasm and 
colleagues in Iowa for valuable discussions. In particular, 
I am indebted to N. D'Angelo, K.E. Lonngren and D.R. Nichol-
son at the University of Iowa, and also to K.B. Dysthe and 
V.O. Jensen for much of the enclosed material. Parts of 
lecture X are based on unpublished lecture notes by A. Nielsen, 
The Technical University of Denmark. However, the efforts 
of my colleagues and myself would have been in vain if it 
were not for the assistance of C. Monsrud. These lecture notes 
became legible only through her skilled deciphering of my 
handwriting. I can only hope that the contents live up to 
the expert presentation. Thanks also to K. Thomsen for his 
comments on the final version of this manuscript. 
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1.1 
Lecture I 
We consider waves in a plasma described by the Vlasov 
equation for electrons and ions: 
3f. q, 
- ^ - + V-Vf. +-i^- (E + V X B ) • V f. = 0 , (1) 3t — i,e m. — — — v i,e i,e -
where f. =f. (x,v,t) is the velocity distributions of the parti-
cles, q. is their charges, and m. is their masses. E and B 
^i,e ' i,e — — 
are electric and magnetic fields, respectively, to be deter-
mined from Maxwell's equations 
V-E=-£- , (2) 
V.B = 0 , (3) 
»"«-$ , (4) 
i 3E 
in MXS-units, eQ = 8.85418-10" 1 2 F/m, y0 = 4TF-10~ 7 H/m, while P 
and J are charge and current densities, respectively. They are 
in general caused by charges and currents in the plasma, but 
may have sources P„ and J„ due to "external" sources like charged 
spheres, current-carrying wires, etc., so 
00 CO 
P =P n +q, f f4dv + a f f dv , (6) 
o 
£sJ&+<?i J vfidv + qe J vfedv . (7) 
1.2 
For the moment, we shall accept eq.(1) without further justifi-
cation. Eqs.(2)-(7) need no comments. 
Solving eqs.(1)-(7) is in general an impossible task, so we 
will make a few simplifications. Assume: 
(i) No external fields E0, BQ, i.e. p0 =0, J0 - £. 
(ii) Consider only high frequency oscillations and ignore 
the ion motion, i.e. let m. -»« and f (x,v,t)-• n06 (v) , where 
n0 is the (uniform) plasma density. 
(iii) Linearize eq.(1) by assuming small fluctuations ? ->und 
a particularly simple equilibrium solution to eq.(1), namely 
f0 (v). Then f (x,v,t) = f0 (v) + fx (x,v,t) and p^-e/fjdx. ?or 
fx small we have Ej , Bj small too and may ignore products 
like E ^ fBjfj . 
(iv) Consider only electrostatic fluctuations, i.e. let 
B1 = £. Note that in principle we can not be sure that these 
types of fluctuations exist at all. The consistency of our 
results will tell us that they do. (Note that this assump-
tion implies 3^ = - e0 3Ej/3t.) 
(v) Consider one-dimensional motior or:ly. This is not a 
severe restriction, but it eases the notation. 
The resulting set of equations is: 
« t v|.£ E £;, v ) =„, m 
CD 
—CO 
1.3 
We may solve eq.(9): 
CO CD 
—QO — CO 
We omit the subscript "1" and let - e = q . We may thus combine 
eqs.(8) and (9) to 
Vf(x,v,t)=-|| . (10) 
with the operator 
'-^•^wiJJiHFr** 
(This manipulation gives an elegant formalism, but it is not 
really necessary.) Here /f0 (v)dv = 1. We now look for eigenvalues 
of V, i.e. we want to solve 
Vf = iwf , (11) 
where now f = f(x,v) . (In bypassing: note that the operator V is 
not Hermitian.) We now note that the operator 3/3x commutes with 
V, i.e. they have common eigenfunctions. The eigenfunction for 
ikx 3/3x is e , so we end up solving the equation 
fj(v) , 
ikvf -w 2 i~Y- |fdv»iuf , (12) 
where now f * f ( v ) . 
Question: Prove eq.(12). 
1.4 
Note that eg.(12) could be obtained by simply inserting f = 
f (v)exp(i (kx - ujt)) in eqs.(8) and (9). However, by intro-
ducing the operator V as in eq.(10), we have access to a well-
developed formalism for the eigenvalues, eigenfunctions, etc. 
which may be useful for practical applications. 
Equation (12) has the solution 
f=#pv^7kJfdv+x6(v-w/k) ' (13) 
with A arbitrary as seen by insertion into eq.(12) using that 
£6 (£,) = 0. P indicates that the principal value should be taken 
by integration. Equation (13) simply tells us that the integral 
Jf J (v) (v - (D/k)_1dv may take any value depending on how we deal 
with the singularity at v = a)/k. We specify the principal value 
at the expense of an arbitrary constant X. 
We have not yet made use of the fact that f is normalizable, 
i.e. n =Jfdv. Since n is just a constant, we may set it to unity 
without loss of generality, and obtain 
»i 7 « w 
A - 1 — £ P Trrdv . 
1,2 J v-a>/k 
(14) 
Equation (13) with eq.(l4) inserted gives us the eigenfunction 
corresponding to the eigenvalue-set (u>,k), but the result is 
rather surprising: first the set of eigenvalues form a con-
tinuum, (this is not so unusual), but next, for any given w we 
may come up with an arbitrary k and still be able to present an 
eigenf unction! In other words, there is no relation between to 
1.5 
and k, or in other words: no dispersion relation. Looking back, 
we realize that there is no reason to be surprised: eq.(8) has 
three independent variables, x,v,t, where we usually, in fluid 
equations, only encounter two, namely x,t. (A note: usually we 
expect 6 functions like the one in eq.(13) locked up behind an 
integral sign. Note however that a velocity distribution only 
has physical meaning in terms of its moments, e.g. density, flux, 
etc., or as a convolution involving a finite analyzer resolution, 
and in this context 6 functions are perfectly acceptable). 
Among all the real eigenvalues u, some may take a particular 
position by having corresponding eigenfunctions with A= 0, i.e. 
OB 
k2
"
wJpJv=OT* • {15) 
-00 
If such eigenvalues exist (they need not) then eq.(15) has the 
form of a dispersion relation connecting to and k, but recall we 
still have all the other (u>,k) 's - a double infinity of them. 
Finally, complex eigenvalues w may exist. Still we require 
the corresponding eigenfunction to be normalizable, i.e. 
F f o M k2
="pjv^7kdv ' <16) 
— 0 0 
with complex to. Note the slight difference between eqs.(15) and 
(16). With complex u, we do not need any principal value sign. 
From eq.(16) we find that if a solution a> exists, then u>* (com-
plex conjugate) is a solution also. Thus, if eq.(16) is fulfilled 
by a complex to, we have exponentially growing fluctuations, and 
these will obey a dispersion relation, eq.(16). 
1.6 
Finally let us note that the solutions in egs.(13) and (14) 
strictly speaking violate the assumption of linearization (Iii) . 
This need not worry us; in real situations we will always deal 
with superpositions of eigenfunctions and may then hope for well-
behaved solutions. The unstable eigenvalues are, however, a 
worry; if they exist, the whole analysis is bound to break down 
sooner or later. 
II. 1 
Lecture II 
We have demonstrated that the linearized Vlasov equation, 
under the assumption of electrostatic waves, can be written in 
terms of an operator V in the form 
Vf = -|| , (1) 
and w e found the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues for this equation. 
We found that all r^al as and k are eigenvalues, so for one parti-
cular k we may write 
Vk = iwf (2) 
with 
f > ) r 
V. = ikv-o>2 . dv . k p k J 
We find the adjo int operator t o be 
V* = i k v - a £ £ Jdvf0'(v) , (3) 
now with f'0 (v) under the integral sign. (Use the definition of 
V , i.e. Jg1Vg2d*y = Jg 2V g xdy# insert V on the left-side and i n -
terchange the v and y integration and identify V + . Do this for 
yourself!) We may solve 
V + f + = iwf+ (4) 
and find, using here the more convenient normalization, 
2 " 
u
 t j. 
fj(v)dv=1 , (5) 
II .2 
that 
<,«-^m + {f,>M»l/k2)~ ^-»n • (6) 
with 
<•£ r f > > A+ = 1 — t p L « AT . j^' Jv - w/k 
Question: Check this result. 
We can now prove the orthogonality of the eigenfunctions, i.e. 
f f, f, , dv = A<5 , . To prove the completeness, we have to 
demonstrate that the evolution of any initial value of f(x,v,t) 
can be described as a superposition of the eigenfunctions. The 
proof is rather lengthy, but useful for future reference, so 
let us go through it. 
Let us assume that the plasma is stable. Since the equations 
are linear, it is sufficient to prove the completeness for one 
given k. For simplicity let us denote io/k = u. Our problem is 
to demonstrate that an arbitrary initial perturbation 
g(v)eikx 
evolves as 
g(x,v,t) =eiKX]^(u)fk(u,v)e'ikutdu , (7) 
where A, (u) is a function weighting the various eigenfunctions 
f (u,v) . We have to let o~ u » e ~ u . Since the eigenvalues to 
(or rather u) form a continuum, we have to integrate over them 
all. If we can determine Ak(u) uniquely, then we are throughl 
II .3 
In other words: can we solve 
g(v,t = 0) * g(v)eikx = e^jj^foOf^u.vldu 
or 
=K ( u , f k { u ' gtv^JA^uJf^u^du , (8) 
in terms of the eigenfunctions, eq.(13), from lecture I? We shall 
make use of the "well-known" (?) Titchmarsh theorem, which says 
that any square integrable function A(v) can be uniquely decom-
posed as a sum of two functions: 
oo 0 
A+ (v) = J<{> (p) e i p vdp and A_ (v) = J* (p) e i p vdp , (9) 
0 
where A + and A_ have holojnorphic (i.e. no singularities) analy-
tic continuations in the upper and lower halves of the complex v-
plane, respectively. Obviously <J> (p) is the Fourier transform of 
A( v ) . I.e. 
A(v) =A+(v) +A_(v) . (10) 
Now introduce the Hilbert transform A* of A: 
A
*
(v)=iP|v^YdY ' (11) 
—00 
(Sometimes you see another definition of eq.(10), divided by 
"i".) Using 
II .4 
T i p x '
 f - i u e i p x p>0 
P
 ^ P - ^ ' M iPx ' (12) 
J x x l i r e i p x p<0 
—00 *? 
we find 
A*(v)=j(A+(v)-A_(v)) , (13) 
or 
A±(v) =i(A±iA*) , (14) 
and 
(A*)* = - A. (15) 
Inserting f (v,u) in eq.(8), we realize why these functions are 
so useful: 
W f \ (U) / W f K W \ 
i.e. we may write 
2 2 æ 
g(v) = £§• fJ^TTA^v), + (l -^f p| ^ J . dy^lv) . (16) 
—00 
Similarly we may decompose fJ(v) in eq.(9) according to eq.(14) 
and obtain/ using eqs.(13) and (14) for A k ( v ) * and A k(v) 
2 2 
g (v) = (i - i2ir ^ f- f'0 (v) ^  (v) + + (l + 12ir ^  f 0' (v) ^  (v) _ . (17) 
You had better verify this for yourself1 Recall that 
CO 
pj f0'(Y)(Y-v)"1dY= -TTf0/(v)# = iTT(f0Mv)+-f0/(v)J. Now g(v) in 
II.5 
err. (17) is a given initial condition. It can also be decomposed 
as g(v) =g +(v) + g_(v), where we can determine g+and g_ uniquely! 
But then we are through, because by using eq.(17) we can identify 
g(v)+ 
V v , ± = 3*= • {18> 
For consistency, we must require that the solution of eq.(18) 
does have analytic continuations in the two half-planes, i.e. 
the denominator must not have zeroes there. In other words, the 
function 
ek ( v )± = 1 + i #Vo< v ) ± i i p J"^T d Y J <19) 
—00 
must not have zeroes in the upper or lower half-planes, re-
spectively. We shall later on demonstrate that eq.(19) is 
nothing but the dielectric function of the plasma, and its com-
plex conjugate (+ and - sign, respectively). 
Now we can use eq.(7) without hesitation and ask for in-
stance for the time evolution of the density perturbation 
n(x,t) * Jg(v,x,t)dv. Recalling the normalization of the eigen-
— 03 
functions, we obtain the simple result: 
n(x,t) =e i k x [^(uje"11"11^ . (20) 
This result is important; as t•»» we have n(x,t) -0, using 
Riemann's lemma, unless A k(u) contains a <5 function. If we 
choose g(v) as one eigenfunction it will contain 6 functions, 
II.6 
but for all well-behaved g(v)'s we will have the well-known 
Landau damping. In our picture it appears as phase mixing of 
normal modes (or eigenfunctions). In the next lecture we shall 
elaborate this point a little further. 
Here we conclude with some remarks concerning our eigen-
functions f and f+. Using these, now knowing they form a com-
plete set, we may determine \iu) as 
O* 
AjcM = Z " jf£(u,v)gk(v,t=0)dv . 
Jf+(v)f(v)dv~" 
All this is now obsolete, since we have the solution already, 
but it is straightforward to include unstable plasmas if you 
take my word that the eigenfunctions still form a complete set. 
Multiple roots of 1.16 will, however, present a problem, but 
let us not get too involved in mathematics. If the problem in-
terests you, the enclosed reference list may be useful. 
II.7 
Reference list for lecture II 
1. N.G. van Kampen, Physica 2_U 949 (1955). 
2. K.M. Case, Ann. Phys. (New York) 7, 349 (1959). 
3. N.G. van Karapen and B.U. Felderhof, Theoretical Methods in 
Plasma Physics (North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1967). 
4. E.C. Titchmarsh, Introduction to the Theory of Fourier 
Integrals (Clarendon Press, London, 1937). 
5. K.M. Case, Phys. Fluids 2±, 249 (1978). 
III.1 
Lecture III 
In lecture I we learned that we can solve the linearized 
Vlasov equation, assuming electrostatic oscillations and 
found solutions of the form ?(v)e x where 
u2 f!(v) , u)2 ,f'(v) x 
?(v>=i#Pv-=Wk +( 1-# PJv^OT d v> ( v- / k ) ' (1> 
It is important that all real (w,k) are allowed, i.e. no dis-
persion relation exists. The "normal modes", eq.(1), are un-
damped. This is not surprising: the Vlasov equation is invari-
ant under the transformation t-» - t, v-» -v, x-»x, i.e. there 
is no preferred direction of time. Entropy is conserved: there 
are no losses in the system. We demonstrated that the time 
evolution of any initial perturbation could be described by a 
superposition of normal modes, and we learned how to find the 
proper "weight function" A^(u). Furthermore, we recovered the 
well-known Landau damping by looking at the time evolution of 
the density n=Jg(x,v,t)dv. At first sight, such a result is 
— 00 
confusing: how can an entropy conserving system give rise to 
damping? We realize, however, that the evolution of the distri-
bution function show no damping. It is given as 
.. to2 7 K to) • * .. 
g(x,v,t)=elkx^f5(v)p}^ri-e-utdu 
—00 
-co 
with the notation of lecture II. While the first term indeed 
damps according to Riemann's lemma, the second one oscillates 
III. 2 
forever if we look at one particular velocity v. The period of 
oscillation obviously depends on the chosen value for v. In 
order to obtain the damping of density , we obviously integrate 
over v, i.e. we eliminate one of the independent variables. Do-
ing this, we obviously lose a lot of information and the little 
we are left with appears to give damping. Note the similarity 
to "ordinary" fluid damping; all basic laws of nature are time 
reversible, also those which govern the interaction of atoms, 
molecules in ordinary fluids. The problem is that we have no 
way to handle all this information; we have to make phenomenon 
logical descriptions accounting for what we believe are the 
most important features. The resulting picture, containing re-
duced information, will often exhibit damping, i.e. fading in-
formation. It can hardly be over-emphasized that the plasma 
oscillations we have described give us an eminent Insight into 
a situation where we can handle the full time reversible 
equations and also demonstrate how we discard some information 
and obtain a damping. Note, however, that in order to obtain 
such a nice result, we had to linearize the initial equation 
(1) in lecture I. For stable plasmas this is not a severe re-
striction. 
You may get a better understanding of the type of damping 
we are dealing with by considering the very simple equation ob-
tained by "turning off" the charge of the electrons: 
3 f
A « n fit 
•5t + v 3 x - = 0 ' (3) 
III. 3 
It describes particles with distribution f(x,v,t) moving with-
out any interaction whatsoever along straight orbits x = v t . Let 
us solve (3) for the initial condition 
2 
*•' /fe . f(xfv,t=0) =nQ(1 +ysinKx) e ° M v j ; , (4) 
with lyl < 1. Set f0 (v) ^n e~ ( v / V ( | ) M v [ r t h i s i s a s o l u t i o n t o (3) 
Then n(x,t = 0) =n0 + n0YjsinKxe~ (v /Vo) MvJ =n0 (1 + YSinKx). Eq. (3) i s 
—CO 
a homogeneous partial differential equation with characteristic 
equation vdt-dx = 0, i.e. vt-x = const is a characteristic. Any 
function of vt-x is thus a solution, in particular 
fx(x,v,t) =n0Ysin(K(x-vt))e"{v/v«) M v * . (5) 
This solution also satisfies the initial condition, so it is 
the right one. We note that it oscillates without damping for 
all x,t. Let us look at the density: 
n x ( x , t ) = ^ = Jsin(K(x-vt))e l v / v o ' dv 
_ M f 2 n Y r 4 
-
3
- ' (sinKxcosKvt- cosKxsinKvt)
 e "
( v / v o ) dv . 
o 
—00 
2 
Now Jsin(Kvt)e vo dv = 0 ( i n t e g r a l of an even t imes an uneven 
—oo co 2 2 /, 
function), while (w.)"* Jcos(Kvt)e'(v/Vo) dv = e"(KVot)/ , so 
n ^ t ) =nY é"(KVt,t) ' S sinKx-*0 as t-»» , (6) 
i.e. analogous to Landau damping. Note that large values of v0 
and K give larger damping rates. The following schematic x - t 
III. 4 
diagram may help you to understand the physics: 
I hope that you can see that for small t it is still possible 
to recognize a spatial periodicity even if you integrate over 
particle velocities. For large t particles originating from one 
point x at t = 0 are entirely messed up with particles originating 
from other points, so unless we keep track of the particles, i.e. 
retain their velocity distribution function, we will not be able 
to find any spatial periodicity. The full plasma case is similar, 
but of course more complicated. 
Let us now return to eq.(l8), lecture II. It demonstrates how 
to determine the weight function A. (u) to be used in, e.g. eq.(20) 
III. 5 
when the initial perturbation g(v) is given. However, we may 
adopt a different point of view: assume that we insist that we 
want a particular density variation, say: 
. .. ikx -a|tI ,_. 
n(x,t)=e e . (7) 
Is it possible to give an initial perturbation g(v) which gives 
(9)? The answer is yes, we just have to use 11.(18) the other 
a/k 
way around! Equation (7), for instance, requires \{u) =
 2+i n.\i 
which gives 
1 1 1 1 
\ ( u )+ = 2w a/k-iu ' V u ) - = 2TTa/k + iu ' 
Using 11.(17) we get the corresponding g(v) 
a) 2 a ) 2 
2TT W k - i v a/k + ivj ' W} 
Note that g(v) is real as it should be. e(k,v) is again the 
plasma dielectric function introduced in 11.(19). In other words, 
we can get any damping, actually any temporal variation of the 
density provided it can be Fourier transformed, see eq.II.(20). 
This fact is largely "swept under the rug" in the plasma litera-
ture. Obviously we have no guarantee that the g(v) we end up 
with is nice, but it i£ there. In my opinion, much of the con-
troversy concerning the so-called "pseudo waves" (Montgomery, 
p.330) arises because various authors refuse to accept that in-
itial (or boundary) perturbations g(v) may have all kinds of 
funny shapes. 
III. 6 
Let us summarize: 
(i) A plasma is a medium which does not have any dispersion 
relation. 
(ii) The density fluctuation associated with an initial 
periodic perturbation damps in time unless we choose a 
"pathological" velocity distribution, but we may control 
this damping almost as we like. 
With these features in mind, we may be a bit sceptical when we 
see experiments showing perfect agreement with much more simpli-
fied theories. Let us not be too unfair though. In real experi-
ments we are usually not able to produce all kinds of g(v), but 
usually end up with something not too far from a Maxwellian. 
This gives strong restrictions on the results obtained by the 
analysis of lectures I-III. 
Finally we should pay attention to one particular unperturbed 
velocity distribution function, namely f0(v)=6(v). (Recall the 
normalization Jf0dv=1). Our analysis of course also includes 
this case and we have the eigenfunctions 
Note, however, that we can find eigenvalues (to,k) where A - 0 in 
1.(14), namely 
(i> = u) for all k . (10) 
P 
Now this i£ a dispersion relation which picks out one particular 
a) of our continuum of eigenvalues, a situation forseen in lecture 
III .7 
I. Now looking at (9) this does not seem to make much of a dif-
ference, but look at the normalization of f (v) in 11.(6)! It 
is no good, and we have to treat these cases separately (in 
fact all cases where f' (v = cu/k) = 0). We take 
f*' (v)=6(v-u)/k) i f A * 0 , (11) 
We could also look at 11.(19) to see why these cases need 
separate treatment: e (v)+ = 0 when both f0(v)=0 and 
a)2 
1-^£ PjfJ(Y)(v-Y)-1dY = 0. This gives trouble in 11.(18). We call 
such a situation "marginally-stable" and have a solution 
gtx^tjxe^j^^^^vje'^^du + l anK(v)eik(v_unt) , <13) 
—CO 
as a generalization of 11.(7). To be on the safe side, we write 
a sum over n in case there are more than one u> (i.e. u « oi/k) be-
longing to the discrete set with the above properties. In this 
set we may also include complex ui (i.e. complex u • ui/k) forseen 
in lecture II. Recall that they occur in pairs u and u . Now in-
tegrating (13) to get the density, we still recover the damped 
contribution, but in addition we have a prevailing oscillatory 
component given by the sum, provided of course that we do have 
elements in the discrete set. Thinking back to our experience 
from fluid theory, we readily recognize the undamped oscilla-
tions at w = u , but in addition we get the initially damped 
contribution which is a purely "Vlasov phenomenon". An important 
III .8 
"morale" from the above example with f0(v)=6(v) is the tremendous 
difference between the case of a zero temperature plasma (f0 (v) = 
6(v)) where we get a discrete set of undamped oscillations at 
to = uj , and the case where the electron velocity distribution 
function has a finite spread, e.g. 
mv 
f
 0 (v) = (m/27TT) *e 2T withT*0 . (14) 
As T * 0 the discrete set immediately disappears, since in this 
case fj(v)*0 for all v * 0 , and k2 -uJP/f J(v) (v-u)" låv = O no longer 
have any solutions with (14) inserted. The case corresponding 
to (13) without a sum, i.e. 11.(7), is thus associated with the 
finite temperature of the plasma, and for this case we in gen-
eral only have the damped density contribution. It is thus not 
possible to start with the cold plasma case and invent a kind of 
expansion procedure to give an approximate solution for the T * 0 
case. You may realize this by trying to expand (14) around T = 0 
for small T. It does not work. 
Finally, let me give you an example where k2 -u>2/f J(v) (v-u)_1dv 
have complex roots, as forseen in lecture I. Take f0(v) =i(<$(v-v0) + 
6(v + v 0)). Then we try to solve 
i.e. 
2 U) 2 
(v2-u2) » ^ (v2+u2) 
2 2 
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This equation gives negative u2 , i.e. imaginary u if kv.<u) . 
o P 
This is the well-kncwn "two-stream" instability. Depending on 
our choice of k, we have a steadily oscillating contribution as 
before or an exponentially growing one. The initial damping will 
always be present unless we choose a pathological g(v), giving 
6 functions in the weight function A^ta). 
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References for lecture III 
1. J.N. Hayes, Phys. Fluids ±, 1387 (1961). 
2. J.N. Hayes, Nuovo Cimento 30, 1048 (1963). 
IV.1 
Lecture IV 
We shall follow Montgomery, chapter III, p.28-51. It is not, 
strictly speaking. Landau's treatment of the problem, but very 
similar. 
We will need another presentation of the linearized Vlasov 
eq.I.(8). Consider for the moment E as given. Then 1.(8) is an 
inhomogeneous partial differential equation with characteristics 
x-vt just as 111.(3) (which is homogeneous though). A solution 
is therefore a function of x-vt. It has to satisfy an initial 
condition f(x,v,t = 0), assumed given. We find 
t 
f(x,v,t) = f(x-vt,v,t=0) +^fJ(v)JE(x-v(t-T),T)dx , (1) 
0 
which obviously sa t i s f ies the i n i t i a l condition. 
Question: Verify by insertion into 1.(8) that (1) is_ indeed a solution. 
Since x-vt is the unperturbed orbit of a particle, (1) is often 
called a solution obtained by "integrating along unperturbed 
orbits". Considering one Fourier component only, denoted by k, 
we may reduce (1) to 
t 
f(x,v,t) = g ( v ) e i k ( x - v t )
 +|f;(v)JE(T)e i k ( x- v ( t- T , )dT , (2) 
0 
where now f (x,v,t = 0) =g(v)e i k x. 
We will need some facts about Laplace transforms. 
The Laplace transform £(g(t)) of a function g(t) is defined 
as 
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£ (g (t)) » g (s) = |e'stg (t)dt . (3) 
o 
Sometimes you see-iu replacing s, inviting the term "half-sided" 
Fourier transform. It is important, however, that s is complex 
with some finite positive real part, Res s o > 0. Obviously, (3) 
only works if g(t) is exponentially bounded. It can be shown 
that the linearized Vlasov equation only admits such solutions. 
The inversion of (3) reads 
a+i™ 
g(t)=2Jl |g(s)estds , (4) 
o-i°° 
where a must be so large that all singularities have real 
parts<a. Furthermore, we need: 
£(^^-) = s£(g(t))-g(t = 0+) , (5) 
where the subscript + means the limit g(t-»0) for t positive. 
Also 
t 
£(jg(t)dt)=^£(g(t)) , (6) 
0 
and finally the convolution theorem 
t 
£Qf(T)g(t-T)dT) = £(f<t)).£(g(t)) . (7) 
0 
The theorems (5)-(7) are not too hard to prove with (3) and (4) 
given. 
Finally, we shall assume that some of the functions we are 
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dealing with are "entire functions". This means that they do 
not have singularities (i.e. poles) in the finite part of the 
complex plane. Recall that this necessarily means that they 
have singularities at infinity =>: a complex function without 
singularities is a constant. Note that a nice function like 
ri ^ ,»2 is not an entire function. A Naxwellian i£, however, an 
entire function. 
The Vlasov equation, linear and one-dimensional: 
M - i - 2 « *:<*»"• 
Poisson's equation: 
3x"=— Jfdv- H - 1 " ' 3t-s f- f<°> ' 
i.e. 
(s + ikv)f = —-E f.Mv) +f(0+) , ikE= -^-ffdv 
m EQJ 
combined gives 
E = E(k,s) = 
e [f(0*) 
ejs+ikv oJ**to*' 
"pjs+ikv Ut*u
2J^n=dv 
or 
.•.Lai 
1 e J v - i 
g(v) dv Wk sk(s) 
k
 u)2f fj(v) V s ' 
-;&£ i T k ^ 
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with g(v) * f (0 + ) . 
Note: no singularity in the integrals, since I m s > 0. We now 
want to solve 
o+i« 
E(k,t) = 2 ^ JE(kfs)estds (9) 
o-i«> 
The integrals in S and D have a singularity at v = i s/k 
1
 ' ImV 
V «A4C complex V plane 
—+. 
ReV 
above the real axis, since Re s « a > 0 and k > 0. We would like 
to move the integration path in (9) so o < 0. We therefore need 
to know how to deal with S^s) and Dj^f") in this case. See fig. 
3.1, page 45 in Montgomery. We use the analytic continuation 
of these functions when a becomes < 0 , (Montgomery, page 4 2 - 4 3 ) . 
The resulting integration paths in ^  and D^ are denoted by the 
09 
Landau contour? $. Landau assumes that both f g(v) (v-is/k) - 1dv 
, —
" ^ — ~ — — " — " " — — ' ~ -at 
00 
and j> f'(v) (v-isA) - 1dv are "entire functions". Then the ex-
ponentlal Landau damping is derived as in Montgomery, page 47-51, 
since all singularities in the finite part of the complex s-
plane originate from the zeroes of Djj(s) , i.e. the solutions of 
< f f o <v) 
^Jv^TiTF*'- 0 
1V.5 
or, i f you l i k e , with s-» - iu 
i
- i#iv^7kd v = o • <io> 
We have assumed that we can let o-» 0 without precautions, i.e. 
that Dfcte) do not have zeroes (i.e. give rise to unstable oscil-
lations) for Re s > 0. Such a case will not, however, present any 
problems, see fig.3.2, page 48 in Montgomery. 
In particular, we emphasize that when a = 0 the results of 
the last three pages become identical to those of lectures I-III, 
where we treated a stable plasma. (They had better be!!) Thus 
u£7 fj(v) u£ v f(v) a£ 
'-k^v^^-^Jv^-1^^10 ' < 1 1 > 
—00 —CO 
but this is precisely what we called ek(u) + in lecture II, page 
6 with u = oj/k. Similarly, for f g(v) (v - w/k) "xdv. 
Let us now try to solve eq.(10) approximately. 
First attempt: assume that f '0 (v = w/k) wO. Not unreasonable 
for e.g. f0(v), a Maxwellian and u/k large. 
]!i!t av. -Mf jwfi • * • * ¥ ^ W 
Jv-(A)/k w J ° L u <*>2 u ) 3 J 
*[-3*] 1st term = 0 2nd term - 1 
using (1 -x ) _ l «1+x + x2 + . . . . and <v2>«v^, = /v2f0(v)dv, i . e . an ap-
proximate solution to (10) i s w = u> , or in the next approxima-
tion 
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a)2 = oj2 + 3k2v£ . (12) 
P * 
This is the dispersion relation derived by Bohm and Gross, use-
ful for k2 «u)2/v,2?sAp2, where A is the Debye length. 
Second attempt: we have not yet obtained any Im u. Let us 
assume it is small, then we may use an iteration procedure. 
First consider (10) with u) • ft + iy, with y « ft. Make a Taylor 
expansion of (10) around O J = Q : 
Assume that f'o(r) is negligible. Then solve the real part of (13), 
as on page 5. Likewise approximate 
i fo(v) k3 
1 v-w/k w3 
Insert in the imaginary part of (13) and obtain: 
(i)3 /ti) \ 
YWTr2iå f o V V • <14> 
(See Montgomery, page 60-62.) Note the possibility of instability 
if fj(|)>0. 
When can we have unstable solutions? 
Nyquist's theorem: Consider a function F(u>). Now consider 
the mapping of the upper half of the complex w-plane on the 
complex F-plane 
ImF 
IV.7 
JH,O 
1 R«F 
The theorem states that the number of times the contour in the 
F-plane encircles the point ReF =1 is equal to the number of 
poles minus the number of zeroes of 1 -F(u) in the upper half 
of the complex u-plane. Generally there are no poles, so the 
theorem is easy to use. Thus 
A ImF 
gives instability if we let 
W l <[ f>> . 
R*F 
since 1 -F(u>) now have one zero point. Note, however, that we 
are free to vary kl This means that if F(u>) encircles any part 
of the positive ReF axis we can always find a k which makes it 
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encircle ReF = 1. Now a crossing of the ReF-axis requires that 
ImF = 0, i.e. fJ(v = uA) = 0. Now any distribution function must 
have at least one maximum so at least once we have this condi-
tion satisfied. 
Assume now that only one velocity v gives f' (v) = 0 and let 
us see whether this distribution can be unstable. For instabil-
ity we require 
fj(v = u./k)=0 , (15) 
satisfied simultaneously. Without loss of generality, we assume 
that max f„(v) is for v= 0; we can always change our reference 
system to satisfy this requirement, i.e. fj(v=0)=0. Then 
fj(v<0)>0 and f'(v>0)<0. The denominator in (16) is then nega-
tive (positive) when fJ (v) is positive (negative), respectively. 
In other words, ReF<0, so (16) can not be satisfied for this 
"single humped" distribution function, so it is necessarily 
stable. We would be unhappy to see, for example, a Haxwellian 
(which i£ single-humped) be unstable! 
Consider now a distribution f0(v) where f J (v) is zero for 
two - and only two - velocities. This necessarily means that 
f0(v) has a plateau, i.e. looks like 
IV.9 
For convenience we again let the maximum be at v = 0. The zero 
crossing corresponding to f'(v=0) again occurs for ReF<0, since 
our previous arguments remain valid. However, fj(v)<0 in the 
vicinity of v = vx, i.e. the contour can not cross the ReF > 0 
axis, at most just touch it, as illustrated here: 
ReF 
This situation will arise if If '0 (v) (v-v1)~1dv>0. Thus the plasma 
can not be unstable, but very well marginally stable. We have 
to solve (16) to see whether this is the case. 
Now consider a distribution where f'(v) have three zeroes: 
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i.e. 
An upward crossing of the ReF-axis thus occurs at the minimum 
v = vx, the downward one for v = v2 . It may very well happen, 
though, that one is for ReF > 0, the other for ReF< 0. 
Imagine that the contour looks like 
or 
ReF ReF 
The plasma is obviously unstable (i.e. the condition (16) is 
fulfilled). Moreover, we note that the unstable waves necessari-
ly have phase velocities Re u/k in the range vx < Re w/k < v2 , cor-
responding to positive slopes of the velocity distribution func-
tion, as expected. It can be shown that this is always the case 
for double humped distributions. For distributions with three 
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or more "humps", the only thing we can do is to solve (15) and 
(16) . 
Another representation of (16) may be useful: Rewrite (16) 
as 
rdf
 0/dv rd(f 0 iv) - f Q (w/k)) ,f 0 (v) - f 0 (w/k) 
Jv=OT d v"J v^7k" =f (v-u,/k)* å v > 0 ' (17) 
together with the condition f'0 (u>/k) = 0.. This relation constitutes 
the Penrose criterion for instability. Note that we have to be 
very careful when applying the usual rules for integration, dif-
ferentiation, etc. when we are dealing with principal values of 
integrals. Maybe I should elaborate (16) in a little more detail; 
integrate by parts 
u-e °° u-e 
rf„<v) f„(v) f«(v) r f „ (v) , 
dv 
e-»0 
ri0»v; i 0 m j- i 0 iv ; e r 0 iv ; -j 
-oo - » U + E 
u+e 
where , as u s u a l , u = u>/k and e i s i n t r o d u c e d t o d e f i n e t h e p r i n c i -
p a l v a l u e of t h e i n t e g r a l . 
u
"
efn(v) 7 fn(v) 
U+E 
Now use t h a t 
u-e •»> 
1= f (v-u)"2dv = I (v-u)"2dv 
-oo U+G 
and rewrite this expression as 
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,
u7e f0(v)-f0(u) ff0(v)-fD(u) , 
{j (v-u)* "* J (v-u)* * } ^ 0 * 
-<*> u+e 
But in the limit e = O, this is precisely eq.(17). 
Some important results can readily be obtained from the 
Penrose criterion: if a "multihumped" distribution function has 
a minimum where f„(v = v . )=0, then this distribution is neces-
0
 min 
sarily unstable. 
If a distribution has a "cutoff" so f (v) =0 for v larger 
than vc, then this distribution is marginally stable for w/k>v . 
(It may or may not be unstable for other co/k.) 
Since a Maxwellian is one of the most important distribution 
functions we may encounter, particular attention should be paid 
to (16) with a Maxwellian inserted for f „ (v). Consult the tables 
by B. Fried and S. Conte (1961) in The Plasma Dispersion Func-
tion (Academic Press, New York). 
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References for lecture IV 
1. O. Penrose, Phys. Fluids 3, 258 (1960). 
2 J.D. Jackson, J. Nucl. Energy C1^ , 171 (1960). 
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V.1 
Lecture V 
Montgomery: Chapter V, External Fields, "Test" Charges, 
p . 87-93. 
VI.1 
Lecture VI 
Inclusion of ion motion. We again consider electrostatic 
waves, but now include the linearized Vlasov, equation for the 
ions. The full set of equations is thus (in one dimension) 
3fe 3f en0 
ir + v - 3 T - - i r E f » « ( v ) = 0 - "> 
3f. 3f. en 
at r
 + v
- 5 r + T r E f 5 i ( v > " ° - (2) 
g-ij^-f.)*. (3) 
For simplicity, the ions are assumed to be singly charged. By 
subtracting (1) from (2), introducing f=fe-f., ns Jfdvs j{fe-fL)dv 
and Fj(v) =fje(v) +fji(v)g , we reduce eqs. (1 )-(3) to 
s-f a-f o 
1 ^ 1 - — EF„'<V)=0, <4) 
I--£K (5) 
We already know how to solve these equations! We can find 
the full x,t dependence of the electric field. If we then want 
to determine the full development of the distribution function 
of each species, it is advantageous to use the integral form of 
eqs.(1)-(2), see lecture IV.1. Thus 
f (x,v,t) =f <x-vt,v,0) ±£—fj e i(v) E(x-v(t-x),x)dT , (6) 
e
'
i
 ' o 
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where now E is known from eqs.(4)-(5). In particular, we are 
also able to give the full dielectric function of the plasma, 
using IV. (10)-(11) and the definition of F'0(v) above. It is 
2
 f f (v) co2.
 f f'. (v) CO f t IV) CO . 
0 1
 i, dv , (7) 
v - co/k 
2 7 e n 
w h e r e co = L . I t i s i n t e r e s t i n g t o n o t e t h a t we may d e -
f i n e t h e d i e l e c t r i c f u n c t i o n f o r e a c h of t h e p l a s m a c o m p o n e n t s , 
i . e . 
co2.
 f f'. (v) 
E. ( k , o ) ) = 1 - ^ ^ { 0 l ' e , . (8) 
i , e k2 J v - w / k 
Then (7) indicates that the following rule for "adding" d i -
electric functions is valid: 
e=1 +Z(e -1) . (9) 
n 
This relation can be proved to be generally valid! If we have a 
compound medium where the dielectric function of each of the 
components is known and they are independent of each other (as 
they will be in the linear approximation), then the full d i -
electric function of the medium is given by (9) . Note that if 
one of the components is entirely irrelevant, it contributes 
with the vacuum dielectric function e = 1 (and not e = 0) . The 
relation (9) can be most useful! 
We may now repeat the calculations on page IV.5 and, for 
instance, find for IV.(12) the real part of the dispersion re-
lation 
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«u>2 f l + 3 k V /a)2Ni+u)2.fl + 3kV./o)2N\ . (10) 
pe\ Te / pi\ Tx / 
Now for all practical purposes, w2 » w 2 . (since M » m ) and 
v2 »v 2., so (10) gives only a trivial correction to IV.(12), Te Tx 
i.e. for waves with high phase velocities oo/k. 
Guided by experience from fluid theory, we now try to find 
solutions to e(k,o)) = 0 with small phase velocities - to be more 
explicit v «u)/k«v - again assuming v < < V T • Let us assume 
that f„e(v) is a Maxwellian with <v> = 0, or at least <v> « v . 
Then f Je(v = u)/k) «0 and we may ignore the corresponding imaginary 
part. For the real part we may approximate 
f*L<v> f ,/ ...\ ff'lv) f^-H^'^&M-^* 
1 
For a Maxwellian this integral is equal to: j — . Using 
v T e 
u)2 /v2 = 1/A2, t h e i n v e r s e Debye l e n g t h , we reduce (7) t o 
, u)2. r fMv) 
As in lecture IV, ignore the imaginary part of the integral in 
(11) in a first approximation and obtain the dispersion relation, 
i.e. the solution to e(k,io) = 0 : 
l +TkVT^( 1 + 31^) • < 1 2> 
In a first approximation, for small k: 
T [D\ e 
• C* . (13) 
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In the next approximation 
w2 
- ' " u i Æ g f 3 ^ C I ) - T T W ^ c : ( 1 ° vTi/c:) • n4) 
This is the approximate dispersion relation for ion acoustic 
waves. We may also find I n u s y to be 
^7 k Cs fo'i< Cs> <15) 
for small k. Now for the analysis to be appropriate, we obviously 
require y small, i.e. ^ ( C g ) small, but if T e ~ Ti , then Cg ~ v , 
which is inconsistent. In other words, weakly damped ion acoustic 
waves require T » T . . In that case, we may reduce (14) to 
-
2
-JTW^Q2S ' < 1 6 ) 
We may now ask what kind of approximations were made in the 
dynamic equations for the electrons to get the approximate re-
sults (11)—(16)? We ignored electron Landau damping, so presum-
ably a linear fluid description is sufficient, i.e. 
9v T , an, 
at m n0 9x m* ' u " 
3n 3v 
which couple to the ion motion through Poisson's equation. Now 
the electron contribution to (11) was frequency independent, so 
we may set a/at=0 in (17) and (18), to obtain 
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3 n 
l F = - T 7 n o * . (i« 
or by introducing E = -3$/3x 
r" f •' < 2 0 ) 
" o 1 e 
which simply means that the electrons assume a Boltzmann equili-
brium in the potential variation associated with the ion acoustic 
wave. This is reasonable: ion acoustic waves have frequencies be-
low CJ . (see (14)) and since ID »to ., the electrons, due to 
pi pe pi 
their high thermal velocities, have plenty of time of adjust iso-
thermally to any potential variation. 
From (14) and (16) we note that ion acoustic waves are weak-
ly dispersive, i.e. to/k deviates from C only atkAD~1. We are 
usually not interested in such short wavelengths and may ignore 
the kAD terms in (14) and (16) - in others words, set ADe<0. 
Now AD = (e„Te/e2n0)'. Since Te * 0, n„ has to be finite and e is 
small, the only consistent way to let AD-»0 is to lete0->0 (it 
is small anyway: e0 = 8.85«10~12 F*/m). But now we get trouble with 
Poisson's equation 3E/3x»(e/erc)(ni-n ). To remedy this we assume 
n ^ n *n, the assumption of quasi neutrality. Then we may omit 
Poisson's equation entirely and use (20), now letting ne**n =n. 
It is true that w ,to .-•»for e„-»0, but this does not matter 
pe pi o ' 
since ion acoustic waves always have frequencies well below u> , 
and for kA„ « 1 also well below u .. 
D pi 
You will find that assuming quasi neutrality from the out-
set always simplifies the calculations considerably; one must 
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only make sure that the wave type in question indeed justifies 
the assumption. It is important to note that the assumption of 
quasi neutrality has nothing to do with the assumption of iso-
thermal, Boltzmann-distributed electrons I We may easily find 
cases where the former assumption is justified, the latter not! 
VII.l 
Lecture VII 
Propert ies of d i e l e c t r i c funct ions ; From the Vlasov 
equation for e l e c t r o n s / i o n s we obtain 
"•%.!
 A J foe,i<v> ^ (1) 
e . i 
i . e . 
^.^•
a)
"-h$år • , 2 > 
This expression inserted in Poisson's equation 
proves VI.(9). The relation (1) may sometimes prove to be use-
ful. 
Wave energy: The rate of change of electric field energy 
U per unit volume is given by 
where D=e0|-E. In order to obtain a meaningful expression for 
the field energy, we consider a quasi-monochromatic wave, i.e. 
E-En(t)e iU,ou and assume E0 (t-»-°°)-»0, thereby getting rid of an 
integration constant. We assume E0 (t) to be slowly varying as 
compared to w0 . Since we made E complex, we must rewrite (4) as 
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£•¥«£•«*$) . w dt 4V dt 
* •* 
where we used that products ED and E D vanish when averaged 
over a time ~ui~1. Note that E now contains Fourier components 
in the vicinity of u . Therefore, the properties of e (00) are 
important not only for u>0 , but also close to <JJ„ . To include 
this, we make a Taylor expansion keeping the first two terms 
only 
§-.(-i».«K«.it>-!É -ar ->" l v • * 
(see e.g. Landau and Lifshitz, Electrodynamics of Continuous 
Media). In deriving (6) it is an advantage to use the relation 
between D and E: 
D(t) =e0Jt(T)E(t-t)dr , (7) 
which is quite general. (The Fourier transform of (7) gives the 
well-known relation D(ui) = e0e((A>)E(uo).) Then assume that E0 (t) is 
so slowly varying that it makes sense distinguished two time 
scales: one for E0 and one for e_1U)° . 
Inserting (6) into (5) we get, with esE^ + ie^ 
2 
du
 = i e d u t i 
dt 4 'o dw + 2u>ft£ r.,(M ) | E J 
tø- <ii g 
d t w0*-0"2 , l " 0 ' '**2 
djoe 
o dw 
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where E 0 =E X+iE 2 = lEle . Integrating (8) with respect to t, we 
obtain three terms. The first is the usual expression for the 
energy density (see Landau and Lifshitz), the second term ac-
counts for the dielectric losses. The third one, however, de-
pends on the "history" of the electric field prior to our ob-
servation time t. This means that the present (at t) state of 
the medium does not uniquely define the energy density. This is 
most unfortunate, and we must require due2/du) small in order to 
define the energy density of a wave! The derivation outlined 
here obviously allows us to include any wavenumber of interest; 
it was only the integration constant associated with d/dt in 
(5) which caused trouble. 
Wave damping: Assume that the medium supports weakly damped 
waves ui (k) = ft (k) + iy (k), y«ft. Looking for a zero for e(k,co) close 
to the real co-axis, we approximate: 
£ (k,to) c* e1 (k,ft + iy) + ie2 (k,ft + iy) 
8e2 3G 1 
=* ex (k,ft) + ie2 (k,Q) - y-^- + iy-^- . (9) 
Assume that the third term is small (in agreement with the as-
sumptions on previous pages). Then e(k,io) = 0 gives 
^ ( k ^ J ^ O * determines fi = ft(k) (10) 
e, (k,ft(k)) 
^"-T^TW 
dtt 
(11) 
n=n(k) 
Compare with our previous results for wave damping. Note that y 
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is a measure for the ratio between the first two terms in (8) . 
This result holds for the temporal damping for a wave ex-
i cited by an "initial condition". Consider a boundary value 
problem, with u> real and k = ki * ik2 . Then it can be shown that 
Y in (11) are related to k2 by 
Y=.-k,.| . 02. 
Proof: The expansion 
9e2 9ex 
e1 (kx .0) + ie2 (kx ,fi) - k2 —^- + ik2 - ^ = 0 
gives as before (now fi is real) 
e1(k1,n)Q(0 , 
2
 8ISi 
~ -EaOc^fl) 
We also have 
Y- -
e2 (k,n) 
9^ (k,n) ' 
which inserted above gives; 
Y--k 2-| Q.E.D. 
9k/" 
where we used 
"alp "IF IS" 
The relation (12) is often used, but it applies only when we are 
dealing with one dispersion relation, i.e. one specific solu-
tion to e1(k,f2)a0. In a plasma we may have to take into account 
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several roots (in particular for ion acoustic waves) and in 
such a case, (12) is of little value. This is why the careful 
analysis in Montgomery, pages 93-102, in needed. For electron 
waves where one solution to ejtk^i^O is dominant, (12) may be 
useful. 
The Kronig-Kramers relations; Consider a function p(w) 
where p(u> -> °°) -»pæ = real const, and assume p(u>) is analytic in 
the upper half of the complex oi plane. Then also 
p(oj) -pa 
U)-U)„ 
(13) 
is analytic except for the point O) = (D0. We integrate (13) along 
the path shown in fig.1. 
«-plan# 
Pip. 1. 
We obtain, when R-»°°, r-+0; 
i
"«pK»-p.»=iE&' 
or, taking real and imaginary parts: 
VII .6 
—OD 
00 
R B P K ) - P = ^ | 5 ! E M d a ) . (15) 
—OD 
These are the Kronig-Kramers relations. Note that we again meet 
the Hilbert transform introduced in lecture II. In particular, 
(14)-(15) must also be valid for any physically acceptable di-
electric functions, i.e. p(oj) = e(k,co) where we treat k as an 
index. Note that we made no assumptions regarding zeroes of p(u>) 
The relations (14)-(15) are very important since they let us 
determine the Im part of a function when its Re part is known 
and vice versa. It is good to see that they are automatically 
satisfied for plasma dielectric functions. Now assume that 
p (u))=p(-u ), i.e. p(aj)=p ( - u> ) . Then 
»epM-P« 2 f *«pv»>i -P«, 
Im p(co ) = — co / J 5 — dw , (16) 
ReP(u>J-p = - I "*"PJ"> du, . (17) 
0 
This implies for the plasma dielectric function that f0 (v) = f0 (-v) 
Example: assume that the medium is "lossless", i.e. Im e(k,u)) = 0 . 
Then Re p(w0) = p æ. 
Note that p^ is real for physical reasons: as u)-»±» any medium 
becomes lossless! 
VIII .1 
Lecture VIII 
When the real part of a dielectric function is known, the 
Kronig-Kramers relations tell us how to determine the imagin-
ary part (and vice versa) since the two quantities are essen-
tially the Hilbert transforms of each other. It may be useful, 
however, to get an insight into the general behaviour of the 
Hilbert transform of a function, so we do not need to do the 
full integration every time, and also in cases where we are 
only interested in the overall picture. Consider VII.16 and 17 
and introduce the transformation: 
u = 2.n(u)/u)0), io/a)0 = e u, dw = adu 
and obtain 
7 euImp(u) -p(u)0) 
Rep(cj0) - p = - r-r du (1) 
c
 °
 co
 IT J sinhu 
using d In coth|u/2l/du = -(sin hu) "x we get by partial integra-
tion 
00 
^PK>-P„--ii^coth|f|^£iH)du , (2) 
s i n c e Incothu/2-»e~u for u -»°° and Ijitpfu)-*00) -»0. By p(u) we unde r -
s t and p(co = oj eu) t h r o u g h o u t . By r e i n t r o d u c i n g w we o b t a i n 
00 
tep^) -p =JL. l^J^m^M^ . (3) 
f 0 *co 7TU)0 J I CO — 0J0 | dU) 
0 
Thus Rep(w0) depend on du)Imp(u>)/du) at all frequencies, multiplied 
VIII.2 
by a sharply peaked {around u0) weight function inlw + ui./ui-ui-1 
l£}l 
to 
Fig. 1 
Return ing t o e q . ( 2 ) we w r i t e 
r^ / » ff du)Imp(aj) 
u=w, 
•i { { S ^ - S S ^ I }*ncothlf,du , 
I 0 ) = ( J J , 
(4) 
where we used t h a t d /du(e u Im p (u ) ) = d/dio(lolm p(tu) I ) and 
j U n c o t h l j l d u = T T 2 / 2 . The f u n c t i o n £ n c o t h ( u / 2 ) i s shown in f i g . 2 . 
— DO 
Note that the integrand in eq. (4) is zero for u = 0, i.e. at the 
point where S,ncoth|u/2| is peaked. 
V I I I . 3 
I In t*k|u/JI 
I« »tf>|«./H ->!•*(-1»|) 
l« l -»-
F i g . 2 
The moral of eqs.(3) and (4) is that we may approximate 
Be .* d P K > " P»~2 dS(ft"Lnp<u*| 
I W=U>„ 
(5) 
provided d(toImp(a>))/du) does not vary too rapidly compared with 
the width of £n|w + u)0/w-u)0l or £ncoth|u/2|. In such cases, eq. (5) 
may be quite helpful1 Alternatively, we may want an approxima-
tion for Imp(u>) with Rep (to) - pæ given. Using the same subsitutions 
as before, we obtain 
Imp(u>n) = Un 1 ,* •' åm 
r
 0 TtJ U)-Cd0 do) 
(6) 
and 
VIII.4 
O _oo o 
(7) 
We may argue as before that to a certain approximation 
Imp(<J0) w — w0 ^  Rep((D) . (8) 
Note that eqs.(5) and (8) are approximations , where the right-
hand side is given. (It is tempting to argue that they should be 
identical, but this is not so.) For physical reasons we will 
argue that p æ = 1. We may get an expression for Rep(u) = 0)spfl by 
using VII.17 
- p w = Ajjap(u)±dui , (9) 
or if we measure the frequency on a logarithmic scale 
0 ea> 
—oo 
i Po"Pæ = ^ JropfY3 inu)dy . 
For a p u r e l y d i s s i p a t i v e medium, Imp(u)) cor responding t o Imc.(u) 
i s l a r g e r than 0 . This i m p l i e s p 0 >p æ . The va lue of p0 can be 
determined when we know Imp(u)). 
Defining Bæ = lim (wimp (ID)) we have , us ing V I I . 16 
oo 
B^fjutepM-pJdu . (10) 
0 
Now, in many cases B=0, and, as mentioned, for physical reasons 
VIII.5 
p =1, so for Rep(w) = Ree, (u) we have 
Re ek(ui)du) = ^  . (11) 
Now let us assume that Imp(u)) is known. Using VII. 15 and the 
relation (u>- OJ0)-1 = - 1/u)0I(u)/u)0)n we obtain 
00 
«epK>-Poo = - i ^ - * flmp(u>) (^Ydu) . (12) 
0
 n=0 J x <>' 
—00 
Obviously we have to assume that all the integrals are conver-
gent. This is, for instance, the case for the common situation 
where Imp(io) varies exponentially for large w. For sufficiently 
large uo0 we need only retain the n = 0, n = 1 terms, and get 
00 OD 
Rep(u>0) - p æ = - — jlmp((ii)du)- ^  Ju)Imp(u))du) . (13) 
_oo -as 
For a plasma Imp(u>) is given by fjlw/k), so the first integral 
is zero even without the condition p*(u) =p(-co ). Obviously we 
may construct an asymptotic series expansion for Rep(u), using 
(12). (A similar expansion for Imp(u)0) may be constructed, but 
for this case it is much more likely to encounter cases where 
the integrals in the series expansion diverge.) Note that eq. 
(13) demonstrates that Rep(w0)<poo and dRep(io)/du)>0 for large w 
provided the medium is purely dissipative, i.e. Imp(u))>0 for 
oj > 0 and lmp(u))<0 for u><0. 
Finally, let us find an expression for dEep(u>)/dw: using 
e.g. VII.17 
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dRep( , 7 (^
2
^o)fdI l!!i^ (Uo) + M p K ) ) + 2o)0(o)Imp(o))-o>()Iiiip(u>0)) 
. ^ - 1 = - 1 = » '- d u 
O n O 
(14) 
Let Imp(o)) =0 and dImp(o))/du) =0 i n a c e r t a i n frequency range and 
Imp(u>) >0 e l sewhere (ID > 0 ) . In t h a t frequency range we have 
dRep(u))/da)>0 acco rd ing t o e q . ( 1 4 ) , o r more c a r e f u l l y : 
dRep(oi)
 =8ci)0 f o)Imp(oj) , 
TT J (U> Z -U)Z) Z doi 
0 0 
S i m i l a r l y , fo r dImp(o>)/dw: 
(OJ2,-^2) (Rep(u)) -Rep(u)0)) ^u) 0 d R ^ p ( a ) ) I (w2-^) 
dlmp(h)) | _ 2 f "*" |a)„ , 
do> I —^T J l (0)4-0,2 ) 2 *" ' 
(15) 
At the maximum value of Rep (GO) we have dRep(u))/do) = 0. Here, eq. 
(15) gives dlmp(ui)/du)< 0. For the minimum value of Rep(oi) we get 
similarly d Imp(OJ)/dai > 0. In particular, for u)0 = 0 we get 
dlmp(o)) _ 2 [/t,__,..» „__,A11 1 
doj (Rep(w)-Rep(0))-ydu) . 
Note that many of the results in this lecture were derived under 
the condition p*(co) =p( -o>*). Although dielectric functions often 
satisfy this condition, we may have to use the relations VII.14-
15 in certain cases, rather than VII.16-17. 
VIII.7 
It should be emphasized that many of the problems con-
sidered in this lecture are not specifically related to plasma 
media, not even necessarily to dielectric functions as such. 
Actually, many of the relations mentioned were first derived in 
connection with network analysis. 
The Kronig-Kramers relations can be very time-saving, in 
the sense that it suffices to measure say the imaginary part of 
a dielectric function, i.e. the dielectric losses, for various 
frequencies. This can be done relatively simply. (Actually, I 
do not know of any easy way to measure the real part directly.) 
The relations mentioned above then allow the other part to be 
determined. The list of all the relations given in this lecture 
may seem lengthy and boring, but they can help you to make a 
quite satisfactory "free-hand drawing" of the function you 
would like to determine in this manner. 
VII I .8 
Reference l i s t for lecture V I I I 
1. H.W. Bode, Network a n a l y s i s and feedback a m p l i f i e r d e s i g n 
(D. van Nos t rand , 1956) . 
; 
/ 
K.1 
Lecture IX 
(Montgomery, page 85 . ) 
Exercise: Let f0=fQ e(v) and f j t x . v , ^ = ef0e(v)cosk0-x 
m 
-m e (v^ + v|) 
f (y) = * , 1 , " e e 2 K T e 
Loe*-' IT a z + v | 27T<Te e 
Note: Jf0(v)dv = 1. 
(i) f 0 eM *s n o t a n entire function: poles for vx = ±ia. How-
ever, for v fixed, it is an entire function of v and v i 
x — y z 
(ii) *L. •v.V£1-^E.V£0(v)-0 , 
(B + lk-YJ^-lif E^f.tø+n.fjCO*) . 
Now ^(0+) =Efoe(v)cosko .x = i e f o e ( v ) ( e i - ° ' - + e " i - 0 *- ) , so 7,(0*) 
only nonzero fo r k = ± k 0 . 
i s 
E-V„fft(v) 
».-¥ J 3 S £ *-J&&* 
inserted into Poisson's eq. ik«E = n gives 
IX. 2 
7 E-Vvf 0 (v) f f I0+1 
ik-E = -w2 _ f — d v - ^2i f ( V dv 
p j s + i k v - e0 J s + ik«v -
Now c o n s i d e r e x p l i c i t l y k 0 ={k 0 ,0 ,0} . Reca l l t h a t E i s long i tud-
i n a l ( e l e c t r o s t a t i c ) , i . e . V*E = 0: i k * E = 0 * » k | | E ^ E = Ek0/|k0l 
- k * * L W 
k2 F r ° ^ ^ 
' I k , I P lk 0 ! 
[ ' . " ' dV-gl°.f *M » J s + xk0vx - e0 J s + i k 0 v x -
k„v . m ( v ^ y | ) 
t, n * « i i. 3f a (v) 2a ° x m r^p e 
e 
I n t e g r a t e over v , vz , i . e . 
00
 k v °° _ m(v y + v 2 ) 
J T ( v * + a V ( s + i k 0 v ) ^ x J j 2 ^ f e ^ e ^ Y ^ : 
f 2a k°vx 
"J TT ( v 2 + a 2 ) 2 ( s + ik 0 v v ) ^ x 
The r e s u l t i s t h e n 
CO 
~ ^ T k ° J (v£ + a*Ms + ik 0 v j c ) d v x 
E(x,s> = 4 e ^ o ' ; + c<»plex # 
~
 m conjugate 
k„V 
^-^jfl^few*« 
s. 
Note again E = E.r— 
2 0 ' 
IX.3 
Problem 2; Consider t h e i n t e g r a l 
2a [ V , a f ^ o ^ x 
TT J (v 2 +a 2 ) 2 (s + i k n v ) " TT J (v2 + a 2 ) ( s+ i k B v )2 ' 
X ° X X ° X 
use v* + a2 (v - ia) (vx + ia) 
X A A 
By integrating along a path shown below 
fits -for v, = i ia 
vx 
noting that Hes>0, we solve the integral and obtain 
i k 
~ (s+kfla>* f o r k 0 > 0 , 
i k 
" I -\c a>2' f o r ko < ° ^ u s e <x"nkoxlr in upper half plane) 
S i m i l a r l y , f o r 
• s + k a f o r ko > ° ' 
a 1 , s + k o a ° 
Ti J (a2+v2)(s+ik0vx) ^ x ~ J 
s - k „ a i U i *o for k„ < 0 . 
Insert into the expression for E(x,s) 
e - = L 
E(x,s) =- ^ kn $*& i e 1 ^ " ^ 
ikj;(l +u2 T — T C - ^ T ' ) o\ p ( s + k . a p y 
^o ° 
e n° 
+ J L k o s + koa 4 e _ i ^ » ^ , 
ik2fl +co2 -; J—rA 
o\ ' p (s + k d a) 2 / 
w i th k0 > 0 . 
E(x,s) =- k0 ^ < 8 y o ^ f t M a sin(k0.x) 
Now 
s + koa (s+kna)2 +u)Z o p 
—k at i s t he Laplace t r ans fo rm of cos(uDt)e ° , or r a t h e r : 
£ (cos wt) = - T — T and £(e a t f (t)) = F(s - a ) 
s + u) 
where £( f ( t ) )=F(s) 
IX.5 
so 
E(x,t) = - k„ -^2-cos (u> t ) s in (kax) e" a k ( ) t . Q.E.D. 
- 0 E0K0 p 
Note t h e o s c i l l a t i o n s have frequency a) = <jop and not 
< W u £ + 3v£k20 . 
CD 
However, v2 s /v2f
 0 (v)dv. 
—00 
With f0(v) a —5—— j t v2 diverges, so the usual dispersion rela-
tion becomes meaningless. 
Note that the solution for E(x,t) above takes the form of 
a standing wave. This could be guessed from the outset: for 
symmetry reasons, the initial condition must give rise to a right 
and a left propagating wave with equal amplitudes. 
X.1 
Lecture X 
The f luctuation-dissipation theorem 
We w i l l begin t h i s sect ion with a simple-minded proof of 
the Nyquist theorem. 
Let us consider a resonance c i r c u i t as the one shown in 
f i g . 1 : 
U t 
I 
+q 
- q C o 
Fig . l , 
Obviously dq/dt = I, q = CU and U = -L(dl/dt). The Hamiltonian (the 
total energy) is H=iCU2+iLI2. The circuit has one degree of 
freedom, q and p = LI are the generalized coordinates and gen-
eralized momentum, respectively, since they satisfy q = 8H/3p 
and p = - 3H/8q, as the reader may verify. (This choice of gen-
eralized coordinate and momentum is not unique.) We can write 
the Hamiltonian as: H= (1/2L)p* + (1/2C)q2. Bringing the circuit 
in thermal equilibrium, we find the probability for finding 
the system in a state (p;p + dp, q;q+dq) to be 
X.2 
where 
oo 
J J exp ( - H (p,q) /<T)dpdq = 2TTKTVS: , (2) 
—00 
as verified by insertion of H(p,q). We use a classical (not 
quantum-mechanical) description. Introducing q = CUandp = LE we 
calculate: 
oo 
<u2> = jju2P(u,i)didu = ^  . (3) 
—CO 
Similarly 
oo 
<I2> = j|l2P(U,I)dIdU = ^  . (4) 
-oo 
We wilJ now specify how we brirg the circuit into thermal equili-
brium, i.e. specify the "heat reservoir". It must have many de-
grees of freedom compared with those of the circuit (this should 
not be difficult; the circuit has one). On the other hand, it 
must not destroy the "identity" of the resonant circuit; the 
damping must still be very small (without the "heat reservoir" 
there is no dampir.-i at all) . We imagine that we bring the cir-
cuit into thermal equilibrium by filling the space between the 
condensator plates with some neutral gas at temperature T and 
some electrons with density n. (We treat the problem in a rather 
academical way by neglecting the influence of the material 
X.3 
(copper plates, wires, etc. that would constitute a real cir-
cuit).) The thermal motion of the electrons then excite oscilla-
tions in the circuit. If the density n is not too large, these 
oscillations will only be weakly damped. An equivalent circuit 
of the whole system is shown in fig.2 for this particular case. 
temperature: T C G> L 
1 
Fig.2. 
_ _ L m (1 +U 2T 2) 
R
 " f l ^ T ' 
\ me„ 1 +urxV 
The oscillations in the circuit are weakly damped when R » Z 0 = 
/ ^ (large Q» RV - I. Evidently we can bring our circuit in 
fig.1 into thermal equilibrium by connecting a large resistance 
R at temperature T in parallel. R may depend on u. We expand 
U(t) in Fourier series corresponding to a very large time in-
terval T0. Then 
U(t) =!Re\/2 0 exp(i2npt/T0) . 
P F 
X.4 
We use the "plus" sign in the exponent as is conventional in 
electric circuit theory. We define I(t) =U(t)/R II C II L: the cur-
rent through the parallel connection of R, L and C for given 
U(t). Similarly 
i(t) =IPev2" I exp(i2Tipt/T0) 
P 
I and U are connected by: 
P P J 
iu /n 
UP = 1 - (u /SI)4 + i(w /fl)d Z«Ip ' ( 5 ) 
where 
*.-</*• °°é- "5-¥- - v2if -
(u)p has nothing to do with a plasma frequency). Since the cir-
cuit is in thermal equilibrium, we can use eq.(3) 
!§ = <02> = I<0U> • <6> 
c
 p P P 
Equation (3) still holds since the Q of the circuit is still 
very large so it can be identified as a resonance circuit. In-
serting eq.(5) in eq.(6) we obtain: 
KT=£ <y«>'<w
 T%2 (7) 
c * [i-(yn) 2] 2 + (up/n)2d2^ ' U) 
When T„ is very large, the density of cop's on the w-axis is very 
large, so eq.(7) can be written 
X.5 
KT f l 
C " J [ 1 - ( 
<^)2^pV TQ 
Vft) z]2 + (u>/ft)2d2 2TT ^ • d u (8) 
making use of the fact that there are AtdT0/2ir terms in the sum 
in eq. (7) , corresponding to a frequency interval Au>. Assuming 
that <I I*> is a slowly varying function of u>, we notice that 
the integrant is sharply peaked around the resonance frequency 
ft provided d is small (Q large) . Therefore, we can place <I 1% 
outside the integral sign, obtaining: 
KT 
V^^fn-^Uftd)^ 
The i n t e g r a l i s so lved and i s ir/2d. 
T-^P^JT^-T^^ -
or 
<r I*> = 4 < T ! 1 
P P KTn 
<|I l2> corresponds to the resonance frequency ft. If R is a func-
tion of u>, then R = R(ft). Obviously the resonance frequency ft is 
arbitrary: for a given value of ft and a given R(co) we can always 
determine L and C, so (LC)~*=ft and I/C«R(ft). 
As indicated by eq.(5), we can make an equivalent circuit 
of the circuit shown in fig.3, where R now symbolizes an ideal 
noise-free resistor, while the current generator (-»-) describes 
the thermal fluctuations. 
X.6 
I 
R 
i 
J 
Fig.3. 
A physical resistance has therefore an equivalent circuit, as 
shown in fig.4, where R is a noise-free resistance (4a and 4b 
are equivalent: Thevenin's theorem). 
U = I-R 
^V/ 
Fig.4a. Fig.4b. 
where < | i | 2 > = 4KT 1 1 and <|U | 2 > = 4 K T R 1 , o r i n te rms of t h e ef-
P K 1 0 p T„ 
fective value of the current and voltage, respectively 
I2ff(f;f + Af)=4<T^Af , 
Uz (f;f + Af) =4KT R Af . 
'eff (9) 
For R=100 kfi, Af = 10 kHz, and T = 293° K, we ge t y/u2 ~ 4yV, a r a t h e r 
X.7 
small quantity. Experimental investigations are therefore dif-
ficult. In 1928, J.B. Johnson made some very accurate measure-
ments and we often meet the name "Johnson noise" as a synonym 
for "Nyquist noise". At first sight, eq.(9) seems to indicate 
that it is extremely dangerous to handle a 100 Mft resistance 
without a bandpass filter; the available power is, however, 
KTAf independent of R, as the reader may verify. Moreover, it 
is physically impossible to realize a pure resistance in the 
frequency interval [0;°°]. A quantum mechanical description is 
necessary in order to avoid the ultraviolet catastrophe, but 
such a description is an unnecessary refinement for most practi-
cal purposes (except for masertechnics, etc.). 
Finally, a word of caution: some firms supply "low noise" 
resistances. (Usually metal-film type and fairly expensive.) 
Referring to eq.(9), this designation could falsely be consider-
ed as swindle, since eq.(9) is independent of both the applied 
material and manufacturer. However, eq.(9) is valid only in 
thermal equilibrium. When we pass a current through the resist-
ance, it is surely not in equilibrium and the noise character-
istics may change drastically. Then it becomes crucial to avoid 
cracks, etc., in the film. 
XI.1 
Lecture XI 
We realize the resistor R in fig.2, lecture X, by filling 
the space between two condensor plates with a conducting med-
ium, say a plasma. In a first attempt we use a very simplified 
model, ignoring the pressure term in the momentum equation. The 
response of the medium to an electric field E0e-lll) is then given 
by 
_ .. m • _ _io)t .,,. 
m z+- z = -eE0e , (1) 
where z is the coordinate perpendicular to the plane-parallel 
condensor plates, the term — z*—v is a damping term. Then 
_ _ - ieEp -iut .„. 
Z
-m,(lA-i^ e •• (2> 
The polarization P of the medium (the plasma) is then 
_. , noe Eo -iu»t P = - ezn„ = i —TT-7— ST~T e 0
 mD(1/T-iw) 
Using the de f in i t ion D*e0E+P«e0eE (or e -1=-^ - ) ,we obtain 
e . e , + i e - 1 + a ^ * L _ . (3) 
or 
' i *fca ' meo w d - i w i ) 
i 2 T 2 T/0) 
1
 p 1 + (OJT)2 ' 2 p 1 + (U)T)' 
where 
XI.2 
tiip is the plasma frequency. The voltage between the two plates 
-iait 
a distance £ apart is £-E„ e~ and the current through the con-
f 
densor is 
, d _ _iu)t . . . . . „ _i(*)t 
A ^ ) e = - xA(ex +i£2)e0a)E0e ' i (4) 
where A is the area of the plates. The ratio between the current 
and the voltage is the admittance 
Y(u)) =j E,c 2u-ij eoGlU , (5) 
so the plasma-loaded condensor can be represented by a resist-
ance R' in parallel with a capacLtor C' with 
* = £ 1 
A a)e0e2 
C =— E £ 
(6) 
(7) 
[Recall that the "empty" capacitance is C" = cgA/i, corresponding 
to tOp=0 # e j = 1, so C' is equal to C" in parallel with a capacitor: 
j e0U1- 1).] We may thus present a plasma-loaded capacitor by a 
circuit element with impedance Z. 
k\ 
1 
T 
> / <
 n i - ~ 
noiseless< 
r. 
c 
XI .3 
where now both R' and C' depend on cu, i.e. they are not "ordin-
ary" resistors and capacitors. This particular realization of 
a resistive circuit element at temperature T is again connected 
to an L - C circuit like the one in fig.X.1. At the resonance 
frequency ft* (IC)~ of this circuit we again have the relations 
X. (9). Having a box of LC-circuits with different fi's, we can 
"map" the value of I e f f and U*ff as a function of $2. When using 
the relations X.(9) we insert for R the value of ReZ(ft), which 
in our case is 
ReZ5Rel = Re 1 / R fi : C, = 1 M ^ ) 2 (8) 
or 
• ^ - A i + iejfe)* - Å 7 7 n 7 f T E J ' <9) 
so, e.g. 
U^ff(f,f + Af)=|ig^Af , (10) 
or in terms of 0, rather than f: 
u * f f ( ^ + A«)4^^An . ni) 
Often we see (11) without the factor 2, if we let ft take nega-
tive values also, i.e. fl£]-»,<»[. Now obviously £ and A refer 
to the particular condensor we put the plasma in. The plasma 
itself will be characterized by a fluctuating electric field 
XI.4 
with a power spectrum (using E=-V/A and A«£ is the volume of 
the capacitor) 
I am a bit sloppy, but this is the expense of giving such a 
simplified proof of Nyquist's theorem (or the fluctuation-dissi-
pation theorem) in lecture X. It can now be proved that (12) 
may be general:: .-.~J to the case where e depend on the wave-
number k too: 
<T c2(k,Q) 
V"'*' ire0n e* (k,ft) + e| (k,S2) * ztoM'z^^nrzrr-Un • d3> 
The power spectrum for the potential $ can be derived from (13) 
since E=-ik<j>, i.e. 
^<n,M =j^- ?E(fl,k) , (14) 
and finally for the charge density p using Poisson's equation 
p=k24>e0, so 
?(fi,k) =^]c"?(n,k)=e0k2'?(Q,k) . (15) 
If we are interested in incoherent scattering of, say, micro-
waves from thermal fluctuations in a plasma, it is obviously 
y {Q,k) which have our interest since it is the fluctuations in 
electron density that cause the scattering. 
XI.5 
Note that ^E,i,p i s large around ft~u> , corresponding to 
the weakly damped plasma waves. This is at first sight puzzling: 
we expected large fluctuations for large resistivity according 
to X.(9). Note, however, that an undamped resonator driven at 
its resonance frequency ijs a good absorber, so this result is 
consistent with X.(9). Also note that the fluctuation dissipa-
tion theorem does not distinguish between origins for the dis-
sipation, i.e. a resistance is described by time irreversible 
equations, while the Landau damping giving Ime(Q,k) = e2 (ft,k) 
originate from a time reversible Vlasov equation. 
An interested reader will find the treatment by Bekefi, 
Radiation Processes in Plasmas (Wiley and Sons, 1966), stimulating. 
Problems 
(1) Consider a "drifting" Maxwellian for the electrons 
f (vl/Ze-m/2<T«v-v2)2 Ioe | VV2mcT e 
(a) Write the dielectric function for this plasms assum-
ing mi~°° (immobile ions) 
(b) Find the real and imaginary parts of the dispersion 
relation. 
This is a very simple problem. 
(2) Let a medium with resistivity o = constant > 0 be given. 
(a) What is the dielectric function of this medium? 
XI.6 
Let the plasma from problem M ) be imbedded in this 
medium. 
(b) What is the total dielectric function? 
(c) Find the resulting real and imaginary parts of the 
new dispersion relations. 
(d) Demonstrate that a sufficiently high v0 leads to in-
stability. 
(e) Isn't this surprising? After all, a medium with o > 0 
is stable and dissipative!! 
Solution to problems 
Problem ( 1 ) : 
2 " ' 
—oo 
e = ex + i e 2 , 
3/2 
_ i . _p £ i f_5Li (v-vo)e _
 A 
Transform / 2 f e ( v " v " ) s Y 
Y2 1 ! i 2 m f Y e~  
-i " ' k* JH 2KT J Y- (w/k-v0)Vm/2KT a y * 
Now proceed as in lecture IV, page 7: 
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"p 2 m/2KT f _ y 2 / Y / Y V 
i w 1 " F " \ / i r (o)/k-v0)vfi72^f J Y e V 1 + (wA-v0)\Æi72^T*V(w/k-v0)vfii72KT/ 
—oo 
• )dY + e t c . Id  
(1) term in the i n t e g r a l : Y e~Y dY = 0 . 
(2) " " " | Y 2 e " Y 2 d Y = ^ | 
fYVY2dY = 0 
OD 
L"e-Y2dY = | ^ 
(3) 
(4) 
11)2
 / 1 I \ 
iW1 " F U o / k - v Q ) 2 + ( w / k - v . ) " m/2<Tj 
The r e a l p a r t of t h e d i s p e r s i o n r e l a t i o n i s o b t a i n e d from 
t-jtk/w) = 0 , i . e . 
-. P •> KT p . 
1
 (w-kv 0 ) 2 " J m k 2 W k - v 0 P a U 
in the first approximation, 
co2 
1
" - r f ^ - 0 - <co-kv0)2=u,2 
in the next approximation, 
i-TSpfejr(1+3f &)-° ' 
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or 
p r o p o z
 m u » 
— P 
i .e . v0 simply introduces the Doppler shift kv0 in the result 
from lecture IV, as expected. 
We find the damping, using VII.(11). First: 
3ex 2 ^ 2 
"a^T* (u-kv0)3 w ± ~ ' s i n c e w-kv0«±u> 
i n s e r t e d i n 
e2 (k,w) 
S e ^ w l / a u i / 
W
- / V 3 / 2 
i . e . 
4 F" Y* - — 
±2/tu 
P 
2 ^ fe) (a»/k-v0)e- ro /2KT<^k - VQ) 
Now for " + " in 3e , /3u * ui-kv„ = + w 
0
 P 
T + « - Æ ( ^ ) 3 / 2 | e - ^ T V k » 2 . 
For " -" in de^da - to-kv0 = -« 
-^ = -^(2ir) 3 / 2^ e" m / 2 K T ( V k , 2=v + -
'o- wp 
The wave is damped in both cases. 
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The real part of the dispersion relation looks like: 
<->, 
^ 
u* *** 
k 
-Op ~~ "* » 
v 0 = 0 
Problem (2): 
Given a medium with resistivity a = c o n s t > 0 . The dielectric 
function of this medium is 
F. = 1 + i 1 
e0au) 
The d i j l e c t r i c function for plasma + r e s i s t i ve medium i s obtain-
2 
ed u s i n g e. = 1 + I ( e . - 1 ) , i . e . t o t a l i ' i 
c - c + — 
to ta l plasma e ^
= •'-&)'}S5*-4^)'^-d=] 
Obviously, the real part of c is unchanged, so the real part of 
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the dispersion relation remains the same as in problem (1). 
However, Ime is now different, so Y+ i n problem (1) are 
modified. The change is simply: 
J E_ / = Y + A • — Y — 
'•new '+ a t 0 aw + 2 e 0 a k v 0 + u i ' 
-E_ Y = Y + 
-new - 2e0a kv0 -to 
Obviously, y remains negative, while Y_ may change sign, 
becoming positive-» instability for sufficiently small o, and 
k>d)/v0 . 
Now I claim that this is strange, at least at first sight, 
since we start with a stable plasma, introduce dissipation and 
get instability. The answer is that the slow wave w^-w +kv0 has 
negative energy for k>co /v0. Recall that the wave energy is 
given as Ou^/Sto) |E|2. 
The concept of a negative energy wave can be understood as 
follows: Assume a wave with |us,k) given. Let the DC-drift velo-
city be v0. From the linearized continuity e.g. we get 
3n 3n
 A 3v n 
3t + Vo 3* + n " ^ = 0 a^h 
(i) if v„ < to/k, we have schematically: 
r> 
n. 
xr.11 
v
 % 
(ii) if, however, v0 >u/k we have 
In the latter case, n is larger where v is small or n is small 
where v is larger, i.e. the energy density with the wave is 
smaller than without a wave, therefore the term "negative 
energy". If we try to damp a negative energy wave, i.e. ex-
tract energy from it (e.g. by the dissipative medium), its am-
plitude will grow. However, the positive slope of Lhe uio^Iacc* 
Maxweliian ja putting energy into the wave, thereby decreasing 
its amplitude, i.e. the two effects are competing. 
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It is important to get a "feeling" for the concept of nega-
tive energy waves, so try to get used to the idea. 
m . i 
Lecture XII 
Fluctuations in plasmas: a different point of view. 
In t roduce a " t e s t charge" i n t h e plasma, a s , fo r example, 
Montgomery, page 88 . The p o t e n t i a l response i s 
A<I \ 1 p(k,oj) .... 
*
( k
* "
) =
^ £ l ( k , u ) ) + i e 2 ( k , o > ) ' ( 1 ) 
We consider e = e1 + iE2 as a given characteristic of the plasma. 
Assume now that p(k,u>) is fluctuating and that we know <p2(k,co)>. 
The power spectrum of the associated potential fluctuations is 
obviously: 
s±2n iv 1 <p2(k,u>)> ._. 
<* <k,o,» = ^
 e*(ic^)+ieS'(K,M) ' <2) 
Assume now that the test charges move independently without in-
teraction (i.e. collisions). Then the fluctuations in the 
density will be that of an ideal (Knudsen) gas, i.e. 
<n2> = n0 JF(v)6(ui-kv)dv , (3) 
where n0 is the density of the test charges and Fiv) is their 
velocity distribution (see, e.g. Montgomery, page 269). Solving 
eq.(3) we get 
<p2>=e2<n2> = n-fip(^ , (4) 
(recall that 6 (ax) = j±r& (x)). Using eq. (2) we get: 
I ai 
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y.2,. .v n c e 2 F((i)/k) ,cx 
<* (k'M»Biji?e;oc,u,)*ei(k,U) • <5) 
Now consider each test charge as one of the electrons consti-
tuting the plasma. If we ignore any interaction, then the po-
tential associated with their fluctuations in density is clear-
ly given by eq. (2) or (5) with £a = 1, e2=0 inserted. In the next 
approximation we consider each electron as a "dressed particle", 
taking into account its polarizing effect on the remaining 
electrons in the plasma, by introducing £(k,co) given by 
2 "" 2 
c ( k
'
u ) = 1
-k?Jv^ d v- i^ F' ( u / k ) ' (6) 
since obviously F(v) is just the velocity distribution function 
we denoted f„ (v) in previous lectures. At first sight, this 
procedure seems inconsistent: we treat each electron as an in-
dependent "dressed particle", but the polarization of the plasma 
obviously involves all the other electrons! Note, however, that 
it takes a very little displacement in the electron trajectory 
to build up the polarization, so the description is likely to 
be correct - at least in the linear approximation - and this is 
all we are concerned with here, since eq. (6) is derived on the 
basis of the linearized Vlasov equation. In Montgomery, chapter 
10, you will find this approach elaborated in considerable de-
tail. Here we shall be content with demonstrating that eq.(5) 
reproduces XI.(14) as a special case. The result XI.(14) was 
derived using very basic thermodynamic arguments, so it must 
be correct (again within a linear description). In other words, 
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in order to be able to trust eq.(5) we want it to reproduce 
XI. (14) if we insert a Maxwellian for F(v). Now in that case, 
F' (v) = - v(m/<T)F(v), so <p2> = - icT/m k/m F' (w/k); note that 
k/w F'(w/k) <0: we need not worry about the minus sign. However, 
we may write e2 (k,u) from eq. (6) : e2(k,w) =- rt((jp/k2)F' (u/k), so 
e2(k,w)=£^<p2(k,o>)> , (7) 
when F(v) is a Maxwellian. Inserting eq.(7) into XI.(14) gives 
eq.(2), Q.E.D. 
Now recall that in deriving eq.(2) we only made one (implicit) 
assumption, namely that the plasma is stable; otherwise <<f)z> 
would not stay finite for long times. Apart from thiF we may in-
sert any F(v) and have thus obtained a considerable generaliza-
tion of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. Note, however, that 
eq.(2) is only valid for a plasma; XI.(14) could be generalized 
to any medium. 
In this lecture we have only considered the electrons and 
assumed that the ions constitute an immobile neutralizing back-
ground of positive charge. If we only consider a)>u)pi, their ef-
fect on the spectrum is negligible. A generalization is straight-
forward, see for example Bekefi, Radiation Processes in Plasmas, 
chapter 4. 
Finally we make a remark on the averaging: < >. For the 
fluctuation-dissipation theorem we are free to consider time or 
ensemble averages. When the system is not in thermal equilibrium, 
we must consider ensemble ave.-ages. It is a general misunder-
HI.4 
standing that for stationary systems the two averages are equal: 
it need not be so. Another thing is that we often have to be 
content with time averages and then hope for the best! 
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Lecture XIII 
Electron waves in a strongly magnetized plasma 
Consider frequencies w~co «coce. The e lec t ron veloci ty II to 
B i s v ~ - E / a ) , while 1 to B i t i s v ~E./B, i . e . we use for v, 
~ li m il J. X -L 
the guiding center ve loc i ty Ex§/B2. Then vn/v ~(oi /w)E/E. » 1 . 
From the outset we can only argue tha t t h i s inequal i ty i s s a t i s -
fied when tø~oj and E ~E.. We wi l l see tha t tø<,tø is a suff ic ient 
condit ion. I t i s then a good approximation to ignore the 1 
motion of the e lec t rons a l together and wri te the l inear ized 
electron Vlasov equation in the one-dimensional form, with z 
denoting the coordinate along B (which we take to be homogene-
ous and uniform) 
f + v I - S ^ f c ' ( v ) = 0 . (1) 
In eq.(1) f = f(v,r,t) where v is the velocity along B. Since v, 
does not enter the equation according to the arguments above, 
we may as well "integrate it out" and f in eq.(1) thus repre-
sents this reduced distribution function. In other words: we 
assume that the electrons move as pearls on a string. 
Poisson's equation of course still contains the full three-
dimensionality of the prcblem, i.e. 
9E 
V.E =3^- +V.-E =-J5-n(r) , (2) 
where in general E(| * E|( (r) and E =E (r). As usual, we or.ly con-
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s i d e r e l e c t r o s t a t i c (or l o n g i t u d i n a l ) o s c i l l a t i o n s , so E = -V<|) = 
Ø"i**en- <2> 
or 
d
 i i + V2 M. = J L i £ I z 7 3z 1 3z e2 3z 
Since E„ = - - 5 § w e maY thus express eq . (2) in terms of E|( as 
- ^ r E +V2E = - — — (4) 
We now look for plane wave solutions of the form 
E^Ae" 1' 1 1^ 2"-!'^
 w e obtain from eq.(1) 
e f fo(v) 
n =sA t i ivk7^rd v (5) 
(6) 
i n s e r t e d i n t o e q . ( 4 ) : 
a 2
 2 e
2
 f fo(v> 
» 1 e0m Jv-a)/kM 
or by normal iz ing Jf
 0dv = 1 
to2
 f fj(v) 
1=k*}v^7irdv ' < 7 ) 
Although the result looks familiar, it is not the same as in 
lecture IV since only k)( enters the integrand! Assume now that 
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the plasma is located between two conducting, infinite, plane 
parallel metal plates a distance I apart where B is parallel to 
the plates. Then k. can only take the values n27r/£*kjJ1 since E 
have to be zero at the plates. Assume k = 0 for the third direc-
tion. Then 
kf + k2 =u»2 ii In p 
fS(v) 
7k" 
r *oW 
fv^r-^ (8) 
or approximately, for the real part of the dispersion relation 
"
2
-
wpk7Tkf-+3vek» 
r
 II In 
(9) 
Note that for k, -*0 we have u)2£*u)2k2/k, . The dispersion relation 
ii p II In c 
looks like 
The dispersion relation is similar for a strongly magnetized 
plasma in a cyclindrical waveguide. Now recall that v/v.« 
(co /a))E/E.. Since E = -ik<f>, IE/EJ =k /k., i.e. v.Vv. ^ (i>__k./wk.. Note 
ce II x ~ — II x II x " X <-e » -L 
again that co~co k/k. as k -»0, i.e. v,./v,ann /OJ . Our calcula-
^ p II x II " 1 ce p 
tions are consistent under the assumption to /u » 1 . 
ce p 
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Problem 
Consider an e l e c t r o n plasma wi th t h e one-d imens iona l ve lo-
c i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n 
f n { v ) =0,75 _ ^ _ ^ + 0.25 
IT v 2 + a2 TT (v - v „ ) z - a 2 _ . ,2 
(i) Make a ske tch of f
 0 (v). 
(ii) What i s Jf0(v)dv? 
( i i i ) Determine the boundary curve of growing and damped plasma 
o s c i l l a t i o n s on t h e p lane v0 /a v e r s u s k2a2/oi2. 
Solution to problem 
( i ) 
V„ - 3«t 
( i i ) f0(v)dv=1 . 
(iii) Take RewX). Then instability will only occur if k>0, 
i.e. the phase velocity is in the positive v-direction. 
Consider only the dielectric function with j sign. 
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Solve 
f > )
 k 2 
dv = : v-co/k "ui5" 
w i th 
f'Av) __ 1.5 va 0.5 (v-vp)a 
* / „ 2 J . , 2 i 2 TI 2 , , 2 ' ( v z + a 2 ) ' " t ( v - v 0 ) ' + a 2 ] 
The denominators have ze roes for v = ±ia and v = v 0 ± i a , r e s p e c t i v e -
l y . 
Let co have a smal l p o s i t i v e imaginary p a r t , and s o l v e t h e in -
t e g r a l s by contour i n t e g r a t i o n a l o n g : 
pole for v = w/k 
j above the axis 
See t h e s o l u t i o n t o problem 1 , page 85 i n Montgomery. I t i s 
most conven ien t t o i n t e g r a t e by p a r t s , i . e . 
| v-^Tk^} f0<v) (v-co/k) T dv . 
The r e s u l t i s , e . g . 
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).25 f dv 0.25 f dv 
ir J [ ( v - v 0 ) 2 + a 2 ] ( v - u / k ) z " ir J ( v - u A ) 2 [ v - v 0 + i a ] [ v - v 0 - i a ] 
0.25 in 0.25 
~*~J~* ( v 0 - i a - u A ) a l + 2 W j " ( v e - i a - u / k ) z 
The f u l l r e s u l t i s t h u s : 
0.25 0.75 _ k2 , 
( v . - i a - u / k ) * (ia + u/k)z ~ u2" 
0 p 
or 
0.25 0.75
 = a
2k2 
(v0/a - i - u/ak)2 »1 + u/ak)z uz 
Introduce v 0 /a = x, u2/a k - y , u/w =d. Then t h e d i s p e r s i o n r e -
l a t i o n r e a d s : 
0.25
 + 0.75 _ 1 (i + d y - x F (i + dy)2 y2 ' 
Special case x = 0: y2 = (dy+i ) 2 , 
y=±(dy + i ) , 
or 
ak 
to/ak + i 
- u/ak - i 
use only u>0 to = u - iak P 
always danped. 
Recall we assumed 
k > 0 ! 
Necessary c o n d i t i o n for i n s t a b i l i t y : a minimum for f„(v), i . e . 
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V + W + ( (v- V v"J' 0 > ^^ = ° f o r s o i e v = a 1 A * ± - , 
such t h a t : 
-» dy (dy-x) _
 n 
3 M y % 1 J ' + [ ( d y - x ) '
 + 1 ] 2 " ° * 
The c r i t e r i o n for the e x i s t e n c e o f the minimum i s approximate ly: 
v\ > 4a2 ob ta ined g r a p h i c a l l y . 
Rewrite t h e d i s p e r s i o n r e l a t i o n as 
l ( d y - x - i ) 2 3 ( 3 y - i ) 2 1 
4 [<dy-x) z + 1] 2 4 [ (dy) 2 +1] 2 " y3" " 
For marginal s t a b i l i t y lmui = 0, i . e . d = u>/w i s r e a l . Take the 
r e a l and imaginary p a r t s of the e x p r e s s i o n above: 
l d y - x 3 dy _
 n 
4 [ ( d y - x ) z + 1] 2 4 [ (dy)*+1] z " u ' 
l (dy-x)2-1 3 tdy)2-1 J_ 
4 [(dy-x)z + 1]2 4 [(dy)2+1]z ' y2 ' 
In principle we may find dy from the first expression, insert 
in the second one and obtain the desired relation between x and 
y2. However, a graphical solution is preferable. Rewrite the 
dispersion relation as 
-iw(dy-x)=-fw<dy)-^ , 
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where 
C2 - 1 . 2g 
(€2 + 1)z " (C2 + D z ' 
(see enclosed fig.). For fixed y2 draw --W(dy-x) and ^W(dy)-1/y 
s 
s f 
i 
/ - # ' i 
N 
\ 
\ 
n 
-}+„l\ 
\ 
\ 
1 
1 
A W(dy) - l/y2 
Determine A and B and the corresponding values for dy - x and 
dy, say: 
For A: dy-x = a1 , dy = a2 , 
For B: dy-x = bi , dy = b2 . 
We thereby obtain two points on our stability curve, namely 
x = a2-a1 and x = b2 -b^for the particular value of y2 we have 
chosen. Now take a new value for y2, find A and B, etc. The re-
sulting stability curve looks something like this: 
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Let us consider a case which we can solve a n a l y t i c a l l y , namely: 
* hr\ - 0 - 5 a . 0.5 a 
f o ( v ) —rvTTS2- + -T(v -v 0 ) 2 +a2 • 
With the previous notation, t'ii'e real and imaginary part of the 
dispersion relation become 
1 dy-x l dy _
 0 
2 (<dy-x)2*1]2 2 [(dy)^IJ* ' 
1 (dy-x>2-1 . 1 (dy)2-1 . 1 
2 [(dy-x)2 + 1]2 2 [fdy)z*1]' ' y5" ' 
Obviously, the first equation gives dy=x/2; inserted into the 
second one gives 
XIII.10 
**an 
Si+tril;+( 
1ms4.l;i:é$ 
to 
t ***** 
X*« (v./af 
The special case where a - 0 : 
i 1
 A l 1 k2 
or 
1
 + 1 s 2 
(kv. - u) 2 u5" u2" 
For s impl i c i ty , introduce 8 = w-Jkv0 
1 _ . 1 _
 T 2 
(J2-ikv0)2 (Q*|kv0)2 J? 
or 
(n I-!*d)W(^). 
n" - fl2 (o)2 + ik2v2,) • £k2 v2 (£k2 v2 - u2) = 0 . 
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Q2 has a negative root of k2vj<4wi leading to instability. Note 
that Refts0 for the instability. Also note that for sufficiently 
small k, the plasma will always be unstable if v0*0. This we 
could tell right away from the Penrose criterion: the distribu-
tion function has a minimum where f0(v)=0! 
In the "two-stream" instability, where f0(v) = i5(v-v0)+j6(v-v0), 
all the particles participate in the instability. In the small 
"bump-on-tail" case, where f0(v) looks like 
only the particles at the phase velocity drive the instability. 
Intermediate cases, e.g. a double humped distribution like 
the ones considered in the problem, can probably not be under-
stood in simple terms. 
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XIII.12 
Nyquist's criterion for stabili ty revisited 
Consider for i n s t ance 
f - 3 a + 1 a M l 
ro~4Ti a2+v z 4TI az+ (v-vB) z * U J 
Note: /f0(v)dv=1. For de f in teness v 0 > 0 . 
For marginal ly uns t ab l e u>A*u, we have 
filMc*«**. .
 (2) 
J v - u w2 ' 
p 
No principal value, since marginal instability implies fj(u)=0. 
Solve eq.(2) with eq.(1) inserted (see previous problem) assuming 
k>0. NB!!! 
0.25 0.75 a2k2 
(v0/a-i-w/ak)z (i + u/akF " 1?~ ' 
P 
Define v0/a = V, u>/ak = u, a2k2/wZsK2, and a function 
P 
M , n . 1 _ (C-i)2 _ e_2-1 , 2g 
W I U
 ~(i + £)2~ <£2 + 1)2 " (C2 + D z W*W ' 
i.e. 
| W(U-V)+|w(u) =K2 
Clearly W have no poles in the upper half of the complex u-plane 
(but it has one in the lower half, namely £>-i). 
XIII.13 
If Jw(u-V) +^W(u) assume any real positive value, say q>0, in 
the upper half of the complex u-plane (for some obviously com-
plex u-value = \i) we have instability, since we can always take 
K2 = q with a corresponding w = yak. 
Nyquist's criterion for the occurrence of such a situation 
is: f l„, u. 
map the curve: 
/ 
£-
Re a 
on the complex ^W(u-V)+|W(u)-plane, i.e. 
Im[£w(u-V) +4W(u)] 
u*t/ 
He[£w(u-V) + |W(u)] 
U= Ut etc. 
If the curve (as shown) encircles the real axis for some posi-
tive numbers, the instability criterion is satisfied. Obviously 
it will always encircle the negative axis, but this is uninter-
esting since K2>0. The case U = ± » gives marginal stability 
for K = 0, i.e. these oscillations are neither damped nor ampli-
fied. This is nothing but the singular case of w=u . It is not 
really relevant since K = 0 can not be realized in any physical 
system of finite dimensions. 
XIII.14 
In particular, for V* 0: 
W(u) =K2 . 
The mapping of this function I have shown you already. 
The enclosed figure shows the cases V = 3 (see graph for f0(v) 
from previous problem; note that the minimum for f0(v) corres-
ponds to v~2a) and V = 5. 
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XIV.1 
Lecture XIV 
In this lecture we shall consider ion acoustic perturbations 
in some detail. As in lecture V I , we assume that the electrons 
are Boltzmann distributed at all times, i.e. 
n e
 -
e
 * 
nT -T~* 
We also assume that wavelengths of interest are much larger than 
•-.he Debye length AD, and thus make the assumption of quasi-
neutrality, i.e. n^n^n. 
Consider first a (linear) fluid treatment, in one dimension. 
Our set of equations is thus 
£ - f • • "> 
3n/n0 
+ £ = 0 , <2) 
3t 3x 
3v ^ i 9 n / n o e 3 £
 n | 
3 t ~ ~ Y M 3x M 3x ' K*} 
where y t akes the value 1 or f for isothermal or a d i a b a t i c ion 
motion, r e s p e c t i v e l y . We assume t h a t the ions have no zero order 
v e l o c i t y , such as v0 =0. Equations (1)-(3) a re e a s i l y reduced t o 
32n/n0 32n/n0 
1F~ " cs ST " ° ' (4) 
xrv.2 
where C| * (Te+yTj)/M. The linear dispersion relation correspond-
ing to eq.(4) is o)=±Ck, i.e. the waves are non-dispersive 
within the present description, i.e. for 2ir/k»XD. 
Consider a particular initial value problem where n/n0=a6(x) 
for t = 0. Then, using Laplace transform in time, Fourier trans-
form in space, we obtain: 
s V n 0 + C ^ n / n 0 = s a - S J S E H . . ^ " ^ , (5) 
0
 s 
so 
n (t ,k) /n0 = a cos kCst 
and 
n (t,x) /n0 = ^ r f cos kCst eikxdk . 0
~ 2 T F J ^ ' " - s * 
- ikx0 Using t h a t the Fourier transform of 5(x-x0) i s e °, we r e a d i l y 
find 
n(t,x)/n0 = Ja6(x-tC s)+ia6(x + tCs) , (6) 
i.e. the pulse breaks up into two, each with amplitude a/2, 
propagating in opposite directions with velocity C . 
Let us now consider the same problem from a kinetic point 
of view, i.e. apply the linearized Vlasov equation but still re-
tain eq.U) and the assumption of quasi-neutrality. The Vlasov 
ion equation, inserting E = - 9<J>/3x, 
XIV.3 
3t 3x M 3x r « l V | U 
reduces to, using eq.(1) 
M * * I - T S ' J W ° <" 
with n = Jfdv. We solve t h i s equation with t h e i n i t i a l condi t ion 
f(x,v,t = 0) = g(v)<5(x), i . e . n(x,t=0) =6(x)Jg(v)dv. Like before we 
g e t , wi th C2 «Te/M 
(s + ixv) f - ikC2nf J (v) = g(v) (8) 
or 
J
 s + i k v ^ 
_, ikv 
n(k,s) = —
 f , ^ — . (9) 
• - o 
1
-
i C 2 k / i ^ i k ^ 
cx> 
Now n(x,s) = j - j n(k,s)e ikxdk. For k > 0 'e have the s i n g u l a r i t i e s in 
—CO 
the in tegrands of eq. (9) above the r e a l v - a x i s , for k < 0 below 
( r e c a l l Res>0). I t i s an advantage to s p l i t up the con t r ibu t ion 
t o n(x,s) accordingly: 
0 oo 
n ( x , 3 ) = ^ j n j l k ^ e ^ d k + ^j - Jn2(k,s)e ikxdk . (10) 
-oo o 
Assuming that the plasma is stable (e.g. f0(v) single-humped) we 
may deform the integration contour in the complex k-plane as: 
XIV. 4 
• 2~ k 
k - is/i, 
Re k 
The contribution from the half circles vanishes as R-» æ, so the 
integrals along 1 and 1' (and 2 and 2') are identical. Intro-
ducing the variable transformation k = is/Y, dk = isdY/Y2 we reduce 
eq. (10) to 
n(x,s) = ^ j (n i (Y,s) -n2(y,s)fcp- e~sx/YdY (11) 
Now 
r, II, e l - 1 J V - J S / k 
n 2 ( k , s ) - ^ t ^ | 
-*M Is7i? dv 
and similarly for n1(k,s) with il inserted. Now with k=is/y in-
serted, we have 
n;(v,8)*-l 7 t , ) v ) •-JH 2(Y) , (12) 
and similarly for n^Y^s). We note that H ^ Y ) = H2 (Y), where H2 is 
XIV.5 
defined above. Thus« eq.(11) i s reduced to 
as 
n f a c s ^ J L j c m f r ) -Hx(Y))^e_sx/ l fdY . (13) 
o 
Now the s-dependence of the integrand is very simple and the in-
version of the Laplace transform is easy, lie recall that the 
Laplace transform of 6(t-a) is e~sa, i.e. 
00 
n(x,t) =2il }(H2(Y) -HjtY))^ 6(t-x/Y)dY , 
o 
or using 5(t-x/Y) =X 5(Y-x/t) since both t and y are > 0. Then 
However, (H2-Hj)/2ni = Im H^irshf*-}, so our final result XJ 
n(x,t) =£i(|) , (14) 
where 
hh)
 •>"» =7 f0'iv) v j }siH (15) 
Although this function looks rather complicated, it is not too 
difficult to evaluate for the cases where g(v) and f0(v) are Max-
wellians. In this case, with g(v) = f0(v), we have schematically 
A 
\ "1 
/ \ v~~~ / _ r x — J-S 
*»fr) 
KB*S 
\ \ 
0'i 1 \ 
~~^\J \ 
_^.^\. \ 
>* v_ 
Note the x/t dependence of n(x,t); this is called "self-similar-
ity". 
If Te = 0*C=0, h(y)=g(Y), i.e. the evolution is determined by 
particle free streaming, as shown in lecture III. 
XIV.7 
Reference l i s t for lecture XIV 
1. S.A. Andersen, G.B. Christoffersen, V.O. Jensen, 
P. Michelsen and P. Nielsen, Phys. Fluids _M, 990 
(1971). 
XV. 1 
Lecture XV 
At first sight there seems to be an inconsistency in lecture 
XIV: we assume qu&si-neutrality, which clearly only applies to 
long wavelength perturbations (as compared to the Debye length), 
but we apply the equations to a perturbation n(x,t = 0) ~5(x) where 
the Fourier transform of 6 (x) contains all wavenumbers with equal 
weight. Note, however, that given the response to a å-function, 
we can construct the response to any initial condition n(x,t = 0) = 
F(x), since we can write 
F(x)=| F(C)6(x-C)df, , 
i.e. 
i^bct) *| F(C)n6(x-f,t)dC » CD 
where n. is the density response to the 6-function. Consider e.g. 
a perturbation to the average density n, in the form of A(1-e(x)) 
where e(x) is Heaviside's "step function", i.e. an initial situ-
ation as 
I L 
fA 
J— 
XV.2 
He recall that the Fourier transform of a step-function is pro-
portional to 1/k, i.e. becomes small for lar«*e k (i.e. small 
wavelength). He need no longer worry about the assumption of 
quasi-neutrality. Using eq.(l) with F(£) =4(1 -e(£)), we ^Llain 
« w 
n(.«,t) = A | n6 (x- f„t)d£ « å j[ i h ( ^ ) u 
(2) 
3
 x/t 
Since the maximum available information is in the ion velocity 
distribution function, we want an expression for this. We could, 
for instance, integrate along unperturbed orbits, i.e. solve 
f(x,v,t) = g(v)e(vt-x) •C2fJ(v) J ^ ffi'* dt' , 
where x'sx-v(t-t'). This procedure is somewhat cumbersome. In-
stead we proceed as follows: guided by the x/t-dependence of n 
in eq. (2), i.e. the self-similarity, we assume that f is self-
similar also, i.e. f(v,x/t). Then the Vlasov equation becomes: 
(v-off-C'f^v)!?-, (3) 
where £«x/t. Using eq. (2) we get 
(v-;)||»-C2f0'(v)AhiC) , 
or, with the usual trick of introducing a function AMv-O 
XV.3 
H ^ - ^ A f j C v ) ^ * A5tv-0 . (4) 
Integration with respect to C gives 
ffC.vl-aCf^Cv} l l ^ r d C ' + X c C v - O , (5) 
C 
since J5fv-£')d£'»c(v-0- Now for fixed v,t andx-»t«wc expect 
C 
f U»v) = 0 since the perturbations have not reached that far. This 
is consistent with eq. (5) for x/t«£-»«. Similarly, for x-»-- we 
expect f(£,v) *g(v), i.e. 
A = g<v) - £C*f I (v) J | ? ^ a?' (6) 
inserted into eq.(5) gives the complete expression for f(£,v). 
Note the singularity at v - x/t. This arises because the E-field 
is -> at t s 0 . This result is of course unphysical and can be 
remedied by considering an initial condition 
f(x,v,t«0)»g(v)- 1 
Te* / d 
Note that in eq. (5) we do not make use of the condition Jfdv«n; 
we have already inserted the correct expression for n gWen by 
eq.(2). 
The singularity at "* x/t need not worry us; any finite reso-
lution of an energy analyzer will smear it out. Note that the 
singularity is logarithmic, i.e. integrable. 
XV. 4 
Question; Determine the expression for the ion flux; Jvf(C,v)dv. 
Hint; for heaven's sake, do not start to integrate eqs.(5) 
and (6) - use eq.(3) instead!! 
The following figures show theoretical and experimental re-
sults for a drifting Haxwellian; a problem relevant for a single-
ended Q-machine. In the figure presented together with the ex-
perimental results, the finite resolution of the energy analyzer 
is taken into account. 
Question: How would you check the self-similarity of a, say, 
density variation, experimentally in the simplest 
way? 
The following figures refer to the experimental conditions of 
Ref XV.1. 
Tkc pcrtarfettf ion dwtrtkvUo* fcactton, tyx/t, v), M • AMCUO* of 
v and with «/i M a parameter. 
XV.5 
Hky) 
I *>W»MJS 
• I t l M M S 
• V.lSMWS 
V V.MM MS 
T *«1 
\ sZZOO^ K 
x 
11M 
t /B »»tf Wife V M « 
*V*.vl . t ia««f 
XV.6 
»24 P. M IT III. 1. S I X A X U H . L . r £ «T S K L I 
The ion velocity diacribatinii fen-<ion/(r*. r, I) m OK perturbation; *.-orm, 10 p»er/Urr* div. (*) «.«I9J0 m/ftr- (b) 
r.-lT80m ***•;(«• i »,- !M> m/ter; fit) f.-145) BI/WT; (*) V-IHOm'Kf; (i) ealniktetl mulls. The Ittfen written mi the cor«« 
correspond to experimental rurve* <*) through 'ft. 
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Reference l ist for lecture XV 
1. P. Michelsen and H.L. P é c s e l i , Phys. Fluids 16, 221 (1973). 
XVI.1 
Lecture XVI 
Nonlinear waves 
Simple waves in a gas. 
3t *dx p 3x u ' (1) 
f+ 4(pv)=0 , (2) 
p = p(p) that i s : saee equation of state. 
(3) 
Define dp/dp = C 2 (p is the gas density) 
Solution to linearized equations 
at p„ ax ° ' at p«3x ° ' 
i.e. 
w=±Ck , 
or 
3t* ^ 35? u 
Note that in the linear case p = p0v/C. Assume y in the nonlinear 
case, a somewhat more general relation, namely p = p(v), where 
v = v(x,t). This is the assumption of simple waves. 
XVI.2 
( 1 ) , | v + 3v + Clda|v ( 4 ) 
1
 ' 3t 3x p dv 3x ' 
liv dp /3v ^ 3vV 3v . [c> (2)
" dvfe + v ^J + (>^  =0 < (5) 
3p dp 9v 
us ing v^- = v^f •*— . 3
 3x dv 3x 
From (4) and (5): c2fi^Y=p2 
or 
§-»* 
inserted into eq.(5) gives 
l * ^ l = » - i« 
Linearize (6) •* co = ± Ck as before. 
Change the frame of reference using, say, + C in (6) so 
•)v 3v „ Dv « . *_ D d 9 (7) 
This is probably the simplest nonlinear equation we can imagine. 
It's exact solution for a given initial condition, say v(x,t = 0) = 
F(x) is formally 
v(x,t) =F(x-vt) , (8) 
or referring to (6) considering only one of the signs ±, e.g. 
XVI.3 
outgoing waves only (+) 
v(x,t) =F(x- (v±C)t) (9) 
Note that for nonlinear problems, "superposition" is not pos-
sible. Equations (8) and (9) are most simply understood by a 
graphical construction, since, for example, eq.(7) implies that 
a point in a v - x diagram which at, say t= 0, is located at 
(v,xx) is to be found at (v,Xj+vt) at a later time t. 
Fig.l. 
We may make (8) or (9) look more convenient by introducing F_1(x) 
defined so that F-1(F(x))=x, i.e. (for example) 
x + ct = vt + F"1 (v) (10) 
where by inserting v and t we determine the corresponding y. 
We may also solve eqs.(6) and (7) fcr a boundary value prob-
lem, i.e. let v(x = 0,t) =G(t) be given, again considering in (-) 
or out (+)-going waves only. 
XVI. 4 
v(x,t) =c(t-—-g) , (11) 
or by introducing G-1 as G_1(G(v))=v 
t 7 x/C = G"1(v) -^j- * .
 (12) 
Question; Prove eq.(12). 
Figure 1 clearly demonstrated that any initial wave form will 
break for sufficiently large t, i.e. 
Fig.2. 
This is physically unacceptable, since v is a fluid velocity 
which must be single valued for all x, in particular 3v/3x~°° is 
unacceptable. Clearly the concept of simple waves breaks down 
and must be remedied by phenomena left out in the derivation, 
e.g. dissipation or dispersion. However, the initial evolution 
is quite well described. 
NOTE: We have nowhere claimed that all linearly non-dispersive 
waves will ultimately break! 
XVII.1 
Lecture XVII 
Burgers equation 
In the previous lec ture , we considered "simple waves" and 
derived a nonlinear equation (in one dimension) 
*•£-» • «« 
This equation will give an adequate description of the initial 
evolution of any well-behaved initial condition, but we learned 
that ultimately, as t-»<•>, v becomes multivalued, which is physi-
cally unacceptable. This "breaking" of the wave will be inhibited 
by torms left out in lecture XVI. One such term accounts for the 
viscosity of the fluid. We therefore modify eq.(1) as 
where y is the coefficient of viscosity. 
Linearize (2), such that: rr - v •£•? '- the "heat" equation , 
Dispersion relation: u = - iyk2 . 
All the waves are damped; short wavelengths (large k) damps 
most rapidly. Note that \i<0 leads to instability, but we know 
that vi > O in order to represent a true viscosity. 
Consider a particular initial condition 
»ni.2 
T t «<? 
The solution is 
* 
V, - V , ?'"* _, 
e"^ d£ . 
v i v ; f 
v = v2+ — — j 
Vit J ^ 
Quest ion: Prove eq . (3) by i n s e r t i o n i n t o 3v/3t = 3
2v 
*3x2 
<3> 
This result represents a smoothed-out step approaching values 
v ;v as x -» ± « and with slope decreasing like (ut) . 
Return now to the nonlinear equation (2). 
The Cole (1951), Hopf (1950) transformation. 
1st step: introduce v = | | in eq.(2) and integrate once 
JMi) !^- (4) 
using 
2i!fi.fri/i^ and 
3x 3x* 83v' 3x, 
v^ 3x r5T 
2nd step: introduce i|/ = - 2n in <J>, to obtain 
at ^^tf ' 
(5) 
XVII.3 
- again the linear "heat" equation. Note that the transforma-
tion v=3<j>/3x =-2ihp to$ is nonlinear, and simply eliminates the 
nonlinear term in eq.(2). Equation (5) can be solved as before. 
Now the solution to (5) is single valued (we know). The trans-
formation from v to • gives a one to one correspondence, so we 
conclude that viscosity inhibits the wave breaking. This we 
could expect just by inspection of eq.(2): the importance of 
the d2v/3x2 term increases rapidly as the wave steepens. 
Example 1. Initial condition where v-»0 as x-»±», e.g. 
v(x,t = 0) =F(x) 
4 * 
or 
<Mx,t = 0) • <Mx) =e 2p 
é J F;x')dx' 
I n t e g r a l of motion =jv(x, t ) dx = 2p fcn 
or $00 * $-e<>e -A/2p 
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The solution to the heat equation is 
<fr = tÆirHit I e * - • e dn , (6) 
or for v: 
\*-i " n e - G / 2 , , dn 
v = . 
e-^^dn 
with 
(7) 
G<n;x,t) 
•J F(x')dx' *-^^ 
For any fixed x we have v-»0 as t-»», as long as y * 0, i.e. the 
initial perturbation "spreads out" in order to conserve 
CO 
Jv(x,t)dx. 
Example 2. Consider the initial condition 
Assume v = h(x-ut) with u = some constant velocity. Now Jv(x)dx is 
—90 
infinite. 
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dv 3v 3 2v Inser ted i n t o i p • VTT- * ^TZT 9 i v * * 
„_ . 3h. 3 h (8) 
Equation (8) has a one-paramter family of solutions 
h = h(x-ut) =. 2u (9) 
This is the shock solution 
t 
Zu 
where the shock thickness is u/u, i.e. with the given initial 
condition 2u - v( - •) 
v<x,t) -h(x-vl-»»t/2) . 110} 
The fine details of the initial condition are smeared out by 
viscosity and asymptotically we obtain eq. (10) . The energy dis-
sipated by viscosity is continuously replaced by the source for 
v at x = - » . Such an agency was absent in example 1. 
The shock itself is a balance between the wave steepening 
iescribed in lecture XVI, and the "smearing out" effect of vis-
cosity demonstrated by the linear example , see eq.(3). 
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Since viscous dissipation is cf ainor interest in pli 
physics, we shall not elaborate shock foraaticn in detail {al-
though it is certainly an interesting prcblea). The interested 
reader is referred tc G.B. Whithan, Linear and nonlimmr Maves (Wiley, 
1974), see for exavple chapter 4. 
Problems: 
Consider ion acoustic oscillations. Assume that the electrons 
are Boltzman distributed at all tises, but do not assuae 
quasi-neutra3.ity. 
(a) Write down the full nonlinear set of equations for the 
pjiobl««, in cne dimension. 
(b) Linearize these equations. 
tc) Dexonstrate that "norsai røde" solutions exist for 
arbitrary (v,k?. 
(d) What i& the condition for unstable solutions? 
2. Consider the equation JT+vr-^O with the initial condition: 
OJ **/, 
A V(*,e*o) 
-0i~/> 
(a) At- what tine will the wave break? 
KTO .7 
Solution: 
1(a) 
Ø^K-Hi) . (3) 
nj-J flbi . (4) 
(b) 
Bjs. (1)-(2) l inearized, such that: f-»fc + f, • -»() + • , 
at ^Ix M »x r » l v l u ' , s' 
ase e** / T e«1*f*, such that: n ^ n , §* . (6) 
Etp. (3) and (4) are l inear from the outset . 
(c) 
Look for solut ions f-»f(v)e~ i (wt ~Iu,) , 
« - « - i ( w t - k x ) 
n^^n e ? e t c . 
inserted into (3)-<6) 
(v-u)A)f-|* fj(v)»0 , 
-^•-^^-^-^(»^-{»r) , 
or 
Jfdv 
•
leVe,Te 
i . e . 
Jfdv 
or with 
AD=vTee,/ezn# 
T e 7 t f'(v) 
Solve this equation as usual, i.e. 
T/M j fj(v) 
OB 
Normalize /fdv = 1 and find 
— j » 
T/M
 ff0Mv) 
v a l i d for a l l k, u, Q.E.D. 
) 
The criterion for unstable oscillations is that 
fj(v) 1+0cA)5 
<3v = |v-u>/)c Tg/M 
has so lu t ions for complex us. NOTE the d i f fe rence from 
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electron oscillations* where the condition is 
—=--Tcdv « kV«? |v - «/k p 
2. The wave breaks as t = 5 sec. 
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Lecture XVIII 
In the previous lecture we demonstrated that wave breaking 
can be inhibited by dissipation. Alternatively, we shall demon-
strate that dispersion has similar effects. We therefore add 
the simplest dispersive term we can imagine to XVI.(7), namely 
3V/3x\ i.e. 
Jv x 3v A 3:v rt ... 
at + v37 + a 3 ^ = <) ' "> 
where a is a constant included for dimensional reasons. This is 
the Korteweg-deVries equation (or KdV equation). Linearize (1): 
3vA a'v n .„. 
3t + a 3 x T = 0 ' U» 
Dispersion relation: u> = - ode3 . 
Solve eq.(2) for the initial condition v(x,t -0) = ao(x). The gen-
eral solution to (2) is 
OD 
JF0c)e-iu(k)t + ikxdk , (3) 
—00 
where F(k) is the Fourier transform of the initial condition, 
in particular F(k) =a/27i in our case. 
Question: Prove eq.(3) by insertion into eq. (2). 
Inserting the linear dispersion relation u> = - ak3 in (3) we 
get 
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r ( x , t ) = £ p(afc,t * ta)dk x f {cos(kx-akJt)dk 
Introducing s=(3at) l / j k we may express (4) as 
'*•*
 =
* 73^7? M* ( 3 aSi/i - »')* 
(4) 
¥•i5^7T*i(x/<3at>1/,) • t5> 
where we have introduced the Airy function, having the form: 
Since the phase velocity is now different for different k, 
the initial pulse will spread out (i.e. "disperse") and conse-
m 
quently damp since eq.(2) conserves Jv(x,t)dx. 
Now return to the nonlinear equation (1): Just like for the 
Burgers equation we expect that the situation may arise where 
the steepening effect of the nonlinearity is balanced by the 
dispersion, i.e. (1) may have steady state solutions in some 
reference system moving with velocity u. Consequently we look 
for solutions to (1) of the form v«vCx-ut): 
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or using v-3— = é-s— and i n t e g r a t i n g once. 
d2v iv 2 -uv
 + o^5- = = 0 . (7) 
Multiplying with ^ , using |£ $£ = é^(^J . and integrating 
once, we get 
•(s)'-£*'-£'*•»• (8) 
where A is an integration constant. A corresponding integration 
constant in eq.(7) is set to zero for simplicity; it may however 
be retained without difficulty. 
We may interprete eq.(8) as follows: consider x as a "tem-
poral" variable and v as a "coordinate". Then (8) simply de-
scribes a "particle" moving in a potential well given by 
tr 1 3 U 2 
6c 2a (9) 
where we take a > 0. Or 
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where we have a "family" of curves for varying A. Bounded motion 
of our "particle" clearly requires v > 0. We may alternatively 
make a figure like 
A > 0 gives periodic solutions ( : waves) oscillating between 
two values for v. Obviously we will disregard cases where A< 0. 
We will pay particular attention to the case where A = 0 : This 
value corresponds to the KdV soliton. Note that the solitons 
have v(x,t) >0! For v < 0 we have no well-behaved steady state 
solutions! It is intuitively clear that v increases from v = 0 
at x = °°, rises to a maximum at v = 3 u , and then returns sym-
metrically to v = 0 at x = -» . Analytically one finds, by solv-
ing eq. (8) that the soliton is given by 
v(x,t) =3u sechz[(x-ut)/A] , (10) 
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where A = 2\Æ7u. An interesting feature is that the peak amplitude 
"a" of the soliton is related to the velocity by a = 3uf and to 
the width of the soliton A = 2VWa : large solitons are narrower 
and move faster than small ones! At first sight one may wonder 
whether such a peculiar object, corresponding to one particular 
integration constant, deserves that much attention. The KdV 
equation may, however, be solved exactly by the so-called "in-
verse scattering method" (which we shall not elaborate) and the 
result is that any initial perturbation where v-»0 as x-»±°° 
always ends up as one or more solitons, e.g. 
v(x,t = 0) 
v(x,t> 0) 
where the dotted line reminds you of the amplitude-velocity re-
lation. The small "wiggles" at x = 0 are well described by linear 
thecry. (N.B. Note that the KdV equation conserves Jv(x,t)dx). 
—00 
It is important that only initial conditions containing 
positive v values produce solitons (in general at least one), 
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thus a rarefactive perturbation does not give rise to solitons. 
In this latter case, dispersion will always dominate the non-
linearity. This apparent lack of symmetry is due to the fact 
that the KdV equation only describes waves propagating in one 
direction (with the corresponding linear dispersion relation 
u = - ak3). 
We may rewrite all the present results in the laboratory 
frame of reference simply by letting x-»x-ct, i.e. a soliton 
is always "supersonic", i.e. having Mach number >1. Do not con-
fuse it with a shock. Recall that the initial condition con-
sidered here did not give rise to shock solutions in lecture 
XVII. 
The previous results were derived under the assumption a > 0. 
It may be instructive for the reader to consider the case a < 0. 
The literature concerning the KdV equation is overwhelming, 
and seems to increase steadily. We have no time to go into de-
tail, but only mention phenomena like recurrence, invariants, 
soliton interaction, etc. 
Experimental results demonstrating the latter phenomenon 
are shown in Montgomery, page 338. The corresponding chapter 
provides some valuable discussions of the phenomenon. Personal-
ly I should like to emphasize that the term "collisionless 
shocks" used in that section is, in my opinion, a misnomer. We 
have seen that classical shocks are inherently connected to 
viscosity, i.e. collisions, so the term appears to be contra-
dictory. Unfortunately the nomenclature is now established in 
the literature. 
xrx.i 
Lecture XIX 
We will apply the results of lectures XVI - XVIII to waves 
in plasmas. These lectures dealt with non-dispersive or weakly 
dispersive waves. An obvious candidate among plasma waves is 
therefore ion-acoustic waves (although we could name others). 
Consider a fluid model for these waves: 
^ • ^ = 0 Ml 
at * UT ° ' (1) 
iy.
 + v3v=_e3£ 
at ^x M ax ' 
n = n„e e* / Te , (3) 
where we have assumed cold ions , i . e . T i = 0 and quasi -neutral i ty , 
i . e . n e » n i = n . 
For l inear waves n = n0v/Cg, Cs = >^ re/M. In the s p i r i t of lecture 
XVI, we now assume n = n (v ) . i . e . 
n\ 3v
 A . 3v . T e 1 3n _ n 
( 2 )
" 3 t + v ^ + -MH35E=0 ' 
g
 + v | v + C2ldn|v ( 4 ) 
8t ^ x s n dv 3x ' 
itx «cv 1 <3n/3v
 x 3v\ . n 3v _ n 
( 1 )
"
( 5 )
 n 7 d v U + v3xV+H7 3x-ss° ' 
tA\ .. ia\ #ci ^dnV n2 dn _ * n . 
<4) + <5)->(6) fc) . - • a - . ± — 
Equation (6) inserted into (4) gives: 
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at + < v ± c s ^ = 0 • Q - E - D - <7> 
Example: Change the reference system to one moving with Cg 
._. 3v ^  3v _ 
(7)
" 3 t + V 3 ^ = 0 ' 
Consider an initial perturbation like 
Let n/n0~10% associated with the wave. As an estimate use the 
linear relation n/n0 =v/Cs~10%. Take Cs~3«105 cm/s (i.e. argon and 
Te~2 eV). The wave will break at t~2 cm^-IO'' an/s=*6.6-10~5 sec. 
The wave frequency is f = CS/A~37«103 Hz, i.e. its period is 
2.6-10"5 sec, so the wave breaks within 3 periods. Although it 
is not a fully realistic example since, for example, damping is 
ignored (which obviously delays the breaking), it demonstrates 
that in order to have linear waves we must require n/n0 <« 1! 
We have seen that introducing dispersion in eq.(7) will in-
hibit the breaking of the wave. In lecture XVIII we just postu-
lated such a term, here we shall attempt to derive the resulting 
KdV equation analytically. Note that the linear dispersion re-
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la t ion for ion-acoust ic waves i s (with Ti = 0) 
u = Cs
 >/f7=JEf=p«Csk<1-i(kAD)2) for small k . (8) 
The dispersion ij; there! The approximation in eq. (8) for small 
k readily implies that a KdV equation is only an approximation 
valid for long wavelengths! We are (of course?) particularly in-
terested in soliton formation. Recall that this phenomenon ex-
hibits a balance between nonlinear steepening and dispersion. 
We want to model a situation where these two phenomena appear 
on the same level. This is the philosophy of the so-called "re-
ductive perturbation method" outlined in the following. Con-
sider the equations 
*•¥-• • * 
9v 3v e 3£ 
at <£ = ~ M 3x ' 
,e*/Te 
(10) 
n e»n 0e
, S T /
*
e
 , (11) 
|^ = f ( n - n ) . (12) 33? e0* « 
Inclusion of Poisson's equation (12) is mandatory, since with-
out It we do not have dispersion. Let us now normalize n with 
n 0, <J> with e/Te, v with Cs , while x (the spatial displacement) 
is normalized with L, where L is a macroscopic length character-
izing the perturbation. Time is measured in units of L/C s. We 
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thus obtain 
^ • 2™ = 0 (131 
3t * 3x ° ' "*' 
3v
 + v^=-M i14» 
3t ^ 3x ' n4f 
n e = e * * 1 * * + i$2 + (15) 
(T)2 ø * <*«-n> ' ™ 
where all the quantities are now normalized. We now expand the 
dependent variables as 
n=1 •en1 + e2n2 • ... , v=GVj +e2v2 • ... , • = £•! + e2$2 • ... , etc. 
The quantity c is a small expansion parameter, serving to identi-
fy the order of magnitude of the corresponding perturbations. 
Ignoring all terms with cn, n>2, we obviously recover linear re-
sults. In order to ensure that dispersion enters on the same 
level as nonlinearity, we assign (XD/L)2 = e. We now proceed by 
considering terms containing the same powers of e: 
Zero order : c° is trivially satisfied. 
First order : e1 . 
3n. 3v. 
<13>- I F ' I T ' 0 ' (17> 
(14>- IT-lx- ' ™ 
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( 1 5 ) - n c i - # , (19) 
(16)-* n »i^ , i . e . quasi-neutrality! (20) 
Solving i17) - (20) , we obtain » ^ / J t 2 • S'rij/Sx^C, i . e . u/k* t i 
( reca l l : v e l o c i t i e s are normalized with Cs!) and 
n
c l
= n i = * i x v i • <21) 
This result, however, implies that to order e1 all quantities 
propagate without distortion (as expected). In particular, if 
we change the frame of reference to one moving with the velocity 
1 (i.e. Cs) they do not change at all. Thus in this frame of 
reference any time variation is of r.lgher order, we therefore 
introduce the new variables 
£ = x-t and i * et (22) 
in the original set of equations (13)-(16). Usually (22) is as-
sumed from the outset with the justification given here, to oe 
understood. 
Second order : e2 . 
Using ^- =*2£-^£ * «tc, we obtain from eqs.(9)-(12) the 
following e2-order equations, in the new reference frame: 
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3 ^ 3nj 3v2 ^ V j (13)
- ir-ir+-3r+-ir*° - '231 
?vx Dv2 3vJ 3#2 
(15) -» « ^ : » * i * * * J ' <25) 
( 1 6 ) ^ I C 8 * * t n e 2 " n 2 ) * ( 2 6 ) 
Adding (23) and (24), using (21) in order to eliminate nx andv. 
in favor of *x we get 
3#å 3 3** »n, 3*2 
Using (25) and (26) we get 
3'*! H2 3*i »n2 
or 
!-L !li i!!i ilt 
i.e. the n2, $2 quantities "drop out" most fortunately. Thxs in-
serted on the right-hand side of eq.(27) gives: 
3*t H\ 3'*! Hy, Hx 3'«! 
-sr*h?**wmsr***n"i'Wm0 ' < 2 8 ) 
which is the desired XdV equation. 
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By integrating eq. (28) we readily see that J^dC is con-
—CD 
served. There is, however, an infinite number of conserved 
quantities: see, for example, Whitham. Linear and nonlinear 
waves, e.g. f$\d^, etc. 
—CO 
As mentioned: we were fortunate that the n2, $2 terms could 
be eliminated. What if this did not happen? Well, then the 
problem could not be treated by a simple KdV equation! 
A derivation of eq.(28), based on the ion Vlasov equation, 
would be more in the spirit of these lectures. Such a derivation 
is straightforward, provided we ignore the effect of Landau 
damping and the effect of ions (and electrons) reflected by 
the potential. The procedure is outlined below: 
Order e1: 
(v-u)-^---^-fJ(v)=0 . (29) 
Using eqs.(19) and (20), which are of course still vai-d, we 
get 
fi = v-u 
or 
ff o M 
—-—dv - 1 * 0 , no principal value : f J (v * u) = 0 is assumed, 
(30) 
which determine the linear propagation velocity u (i.e. Cs) in 
the following normalized to unity. 
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Second order e2 
3f_ 3f_ 3f, 3*. 34 3f. 
ir--3T+vir--3Tfo(v)-ir iv- = 0 - < 3 1 ) 
completed w i t h e q s . (25) and ( 2 6 ) . Using (21) we reduce (31) 
3f2 3é2 34x ffj ffj 3*, (v
- "IT " "3TfJ (v) ^-ar*1 w v^ nr - T^T I F 
3f2 3<|>2 f ; ( v ) 3*x 1 3 fj(v) 3*x fj(v) 
~3l 3T ~v^T = *i I T v^T 3v "v^H 3T ( v - 1 ) 2 
Integrating, using eqs.(30) and (27), we get 
t 9*i 93*i 
2 3£ 3£3 
* *M i a f>(vL. !!iff;(v) , 
" *» ^ Jv-1 3v "v^T^ " 3x J (v-1)z 
or 
h rfjlv) 3^ / r fj(v) v
 3 
which again have the form of a KdV equation. In particular, for 
f0(v)=6(v) it reduces to eq.(27). 
Problem 
Consider a strongly magnetized plasma to «u)ce (as in 
lecture XIII) confined between two plane parallel, conducting 
plates (II B) . Ignore ion motion and assume that the electrons 
are cold. Your basic set of equations are: 
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i i i * * ?J*L = o 
2) 3v 3v e 3$ 5t I^x " m 3x ' 
3) |^-k^=^(n-nB) fcF *ln' 
Take \c. to be one given constant in the following: 
(a) What is the physical meaning of k ? (see lecture 
XIII). 
(b) Derive the linear dispersion relation. 
(c) Prove that the set of equations 1)-3) have station-
ary ("soliton-like") solutions moving with a certain 
velocity u. (Do not try to give the analytic expres-
sion for the "soliton".) 
(d) What is the relation between u and the amplitude of 
the pulse? 
Solution 
(a) 
k, = =*i describes the standing wave component between 
the two plates. The wave is propagating parallel to 
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the p l a t e s . In the proble« we assumed i t t o propagate 
in the x-direct ion , i . e . along B. 
(b) 
3n
 A -
 3 v
 - ft 5 v , e 3 4 32$ .
 2 . . e . . 
U t ' M E " 0 ' WnTx' ^ - k x • = I : ( n - n • , 
k* 
3 3 .« 2 > • 
?* 3x • p k* • kt 
(c) Assume n = n<£), v*v(C), <M<MO with£*x-ut: 
3n 3n ._ 3n 3n . 
11 U
 3C 3C ' ' U3C 2 3£ m 3C ' 
3)|^-k|* = ^ (n-nB) . 
Integrate eqs.1) and 2) with respect to £,; it nay help you 
to identify the integration constants if you define n ^  n0+n, 
i.e. rewrite eq.1) as 
3n 3v 3nv
 n 
•
u
^
t n
» r i r ° • 
Upon i n t e g r a t i o n n(v-u) + n0v-C, now v = 0 «• n = 0, i . e . C = 0. Fro« 
2) 
v 2 -2uv-2 § <fr = 0 , in 
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where again the integration constant is 0. Now 
r~9—é— 
v = u - V u* + 2 — <|> (we take the - sign, corresponding 
t o the l inear resul t ) 
i n s e r t e d above , i . e . 
n = 
- n 0 u + n 0 \ / u 2 + 2 ^ 
-\/u2+2§<fr 
i n s e r t e d i n 3) 
o r 
m 
d2(f> _ dV(4») 
d C 2 d<J> 
k L 2 „""o / 2 . . e , . e n ° Ki , ran0 /—: s — w*o
w i t h V(<f>) = - ^ - l ^ / u 2 + 2 | <J> t — <J> . 
Z Kg III t-g 
Now the usual trick: multiply with d$/dS, use || |^| = | jJMJ 
and integrate with respect to 5 J 
±®'*v«.c . 
Normalize £ with k"1 
u with _E , 
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i . e . 
i(if)2-i *?-u/77ii+*=c 
r-'—«—» ' i 
- u / u 2 + 2d> + u 
' # 
s c h e m a t i c a l l y 
for some u > 1 
i 2 Qm 
Figure corresponding t o C = - u , i . e . $ = 0 " * - T = - = 0 . 
V(4>) has a minimum (or maximum) for 
1-<j>-u 
/ u2 + 2$ 
= 0 
or 
4>2 - 4 > ( 2 - i u 2 ) + 1 - u 2 = 0 , o r <J> = 0 
Depending on C', we may have periodic solutions with wavelength 
X given through: 
J^ V C + V + uV u2 + 2<fr-<f> - A , 
XIX.13 
where a and b a r e d e f i n e d i n t h e f i g u r e . For C # = - u 2 we have 
" s o l i t a r y s o l u t i o n s " where X-»». 
(d) Cons ide r t h e " s o l i t a r y s o l u t i o n " . For l<J>l=4> we 
IDclX 
or 
have d4>/d5 = 0, i . e . 
- i * 2 -u\/u2-2<|) ' - * = - u 2 2 max max max 
u 2 - - j U 2 - * = W u2 - 2<J> 
2 max max max 
(u2-4*2 -* y=(u2-2* v 
\ 2 max xmax/ \ Tmax/ 
o r u=1+-^<j> 
2 max 
It is interesting to note that the velocity is proportional to 
<(> just as for KdV solitons although the object is clearly 
not a KdV solitonJ 
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Problem: 
Find the errors, mistakes, misprints, etc. in these lecture 
notes and communicate them to the author! 
> 
999 
Problem 
Communication to the author of any errors, mistakes, mis-
prints, etc. found in these lecture notes and which could con-
ceivably be due to the secretary (unlikely) will produce dire 
results/retaliation. 
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